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A b s t r a c t
SNEAy: Assembly 2 was aimed at measuring physics parameters of a
fast sodium cooled breeder core having a number of features ty-
pical for the prototype SN~. Particular attention was given to
a close simulation of the radial geometry. The three modifica-
tions 2A, 2B, and 2C denote respectively a purely uranium fuel-
led core, a core with a 90 degree sector fuelled with SNEAK
plutonium and a core where the 90 degree plutonium sector was
extended to about 150 degrees us i.ng I'fASURCA fuel. In the latter
configuration an extensive series of eXEeriments with simulated
control rods was performed.
The experimental results were compared to detailed calculations.
In particular, the application of three dimensional synthesis
calculations to the control rod experiments should be noted.
The work covered by this report was performed in close cooperation
between the Gesellschaft für Kernforschung, the industrial consor-
tium for the S:NR, and the French HA.sURCA group a t Cadarache.
7. Juni 1971
Zusammenfassung
Die Anordnung SNEAK-2 diente zur physikalischen Untersuchung
eines schnellen natriumgekühlten Brüter-Gores, das wesentliche
Züge des Prototyps SNR trug. Insbesondere wurde die radiale Geo-
metrie des SNR so gut wie möglich angenähert. Die drei Modifika-
tionen 2A, 2B und 2G bezeichnen ein Gore mit reinem Uran-Brenn-
stoff, ein Gore mit einem 90 Grad-Plutonium-Sektor und ein Core,
in dem der 90 Grad Sektor durch Verwendung von MASURCA Brennstoff
auf etwa 150 Grad erweitert worden war. In der letzten Konfigura-
tion wurde eine Reihe von Experimenten mit simulierten Kontroll-
stäben durchgeführt.
Die experimentellen Ergebnisse wurden mit detailierten Berechnungen
verglichen. Besonders sollte die Anwendung dreidimensionaler Syn-
these-Rechnungen bei der Auswertung der Kontrollstabexperimente
erwähnt werden.
Die in diesem Bericht beschriebenen Untersuchungen wurden in enger
Zusammen~rbeit zwischen der Gesellschaft für Kernforschung, dem
Industriekonsortium für den SNR und der französischen MASIJRCA-Gruppe
in Cadarache durchgeführt.
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1. Introduction
In the series of assemblies SNEAK-2-SNR the properties of a sodium-
cooled fast core with two enrichment zones were investigated. Uran-
ium and plutonium fuel was used. Geometry and composition showed the
main characteristics of the SNR - an exact simulation of the SNR was
not attempted as the task of the assemblies consisted in testing cal-
culational methods rather than directly predicting the neutronic da-
ta of the prototype.
Design and evaluation of the experiments were performed in elose eo-
operation between the Institute of Angewandte Reaktorphysik of the
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe and the industrial consortium for
the construction of the SNR.
The experimental program eoncentrated on the measurements of most
interest at the presentdesign status of the SNR - such as power
distributions and thc reactivity worth of control rods.
The measurements were performed in part as a common experiment with
French scientists of thc fast critical facility MASURCA. For several
months about 90 kg of plutonium from MASURCA was used in SNEAK. Since
MASURCA materials are in the form of rodlets while SNEAK is using
platelets some effort had to be part into adapting the compositions.
Finally the cells built of SNEAK platelets could be arranged in such
a way that the integral composition of the unit cells formed with
MASURCA rodlets were weIl matched.
The program was subdivided into three assemblies which are shortly
described in the following:
SNEAK-2A was a cylindrical core fuelled with uraniuDl only. The enrich-
ment ratio of the outer and inner zone was about 4:3.
After some basic measurements (critical data, reaction rates, material
worths, spectra) a 90 degree plutonium fuelled sector was introduced
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as an substitution experiment (SNEAK-2B). The evaluation of this
experiment made possible an extrapolation to the critical size of
a pure plutonium core.
Finally in order to reauce the spectral transients in the plutonium
sector it was surrounded by an about 15 cm thick buffer zone using
rW.SURCA plutonium as a fuel. In this configuration (SNEAK-2C) power
traverses and sodium void traverses were measured along the sector
axis and finally an extended experimental program about control rods,
(their reactivity, their material shadowing and their influence on
the surroundings) was conducted.
The experimental work on SNEAK-2-SNR startea in May 1969 and was com-
pleted in November of the same year.
2. General Description of the Experimental Techniques
2.1 Reactivity Determinations
In the course of SNEAK-2 experiments reactivities and changes of reac-
t~v~ty were measured. During the investigations of simulated SNR con-
trol rods, the changes of configurations were performed in steps small
enough to allow a measurement of the associated reactivity change by
calibrated SNEAK shim rods. In between steps the accumulated neeative
reactivity was compensated by adding core elements at the edge. Reca-
librations of shim rods were performed often during the experiments.
The calibrations of the Sl'ffiAK shim rods were performed by driving them
into or out of the core. Rod position and chamber current from three
BF3 ionization chambers in the radial blanket were measured. From this
record thereactivity characteristic of the rod was calculated by sol-
ving the inverse kinetic equations on the DDP 124 computer.
The variation ~n the flux was measured in one of the existing linear
channels. Because of the neutron flux caused by spontaneous fission of
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plutonium and (a,n) effects in the oxygen, reactivities were compared
at a fixed power level in astate slightly subcritical by about 1.8
cents.
The reactivity measurements are estimated to be accurate within 5%.
The experimental uncertainty is associated with the following points:
An effect of the simulated SNR control rod to be measureci on the cali-
brated SNEAK shim rod used in the measurement. In order to minimize
this error, the SNEAK shim rods are recalibrated several times during
the measurements and after each large core reloading. Also the shim
rod used isalways located far from the rod to be measured.
An effect of the position of the ionization chamber located at the
outside of the core on the flux signal obtained during thc rod cali-
bration.
A source of possible systematic error lies in the ß
ef f value used for
converting t into ~k. To a minor extend the result of the shim rod
calibration (solution of the inverse kinetic equations) is also in-
flucnced by the assumed value of ß
ef f • This value is extracted from
a calculation and it is known that such calculations may give values
in error of a few % for an uranium c.ore and 5 to 10% for a plutonium
core •
. 2 Determination of Material Worths
In SNEAK-2A, determinations of the
b f 1 · . 1 (U235,num er ue 1sotope samp es
some other materials (Fe,· Al, BIO,
reactivity worths were made for a
238 239 240 .U ,Pu ,Pu ), sodlum, and
Ta).
The measurements were made using a pile oscillator element which was
connected to the piston of a driving mechanism driven by compressed air.
The element consisted of a square ~ube 47x47 mm2 with 1 mm wall thickness+).
+)
moving in a guide tube of the same wall thickness.
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The oscillator stroke of BO cm served to move the sampie from the
center of the core to a position outside the blanket. The amount
of time for this movement was 3 seconds. The time the sampie stayed
in the core was generally 20 seconds. Oue oscillates a cell con-
taining a samp Le against a normal ce l l . The p i.Le oscillator ele-
ment was filled with core material in such a way that the regular
lattice was nearly undisturbed in both end positions of the oscil-
latar. Thus the sampie was actually inserted into the regular lattice.
The reactivity worths weredetermined from the flux signals by solving
the inverse kinetic equations on the DDP 124 computer. The results were
corrected for linear reactivity drift. The influences of the sampie
container and of the guide tube were determined experimentally and
eliminated.
The experimental technique and the calculation method are described
in detail in /1/. The experimental uncertainties are mainly caused by
statistics and non linear drift effects (around 5% for the fissionable
isotopes, 1% for the absorbers).
2.3 Fission Chamber Measurements
Radial and axial reaction rate distributions were measured with fission
chambers. The radial measurements were made through the core and the
blanket up to the fuel element storage position, the axial measurements
were made only within the core.
The fission chambers used were of the type FC4 (20 t h Century Electronics)
, . 235 238 239
such of a type developea 1n Cadarache. The type FC4 (U ,U ,Pu ,
Np237) had a diameter of 6.35 mm. The chambers developed in Cadarache
had a diameter of 8 mm and were designated as 552 C (U235) , 871 C (U23B) ,
nt:. 1 r> I'n•. 239 , 77') r> ''''T_ 237\ T_ n.-l...l~ +-~ ~~ +-,., rhe ~ '''.,.~--- ~h~ h h
::1U I '" \~ U J, I I L v \111' J..LU auu ....,,",.L.vu. \..v ... .1,. mal.n ,LtW'_LVP~ Lu~ cuam ..... er
deposits contained the impurities given in Iable 6.
The radial fission rate measurements were made with FC4 chambers at the
core midplane in the horizontal channel Y = 19. The fission chambers were
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moved from north to south. The dimensions of the horizontal channel
were 9.45 mm (height) by 11.0 mm (width). It consisted of core and
reflector elements with installed windows (see Fig. 2 and 13).
In order to guarantee anundisturbed movement of the chambers, a
steel tube with an outer diameter of 8.0 mm and a thickness of
0.5 mm was used to guide the chambers. The chambers were connec-
ted to a coaxial-cable.
The experimental apparatus consisted of fission chamber, preampli-
fier, amplifier with discriminator, interface electronics and the
DDP 124 computer. The experiment was run completely automatically.
The power level was regulated in such a way, that in the core cen-
ter about 5000 counts/s were measured. This was achieved within
the range of 100 W to 500 W.
The statistical error of the measurements was 0.7% in the core.
From the outer edge of the core up to the fuel element storage posi-
tion the statistica1 error was less than 2.5% for the U235 and the
239 238Pu chambers and less than 5.5% for the U chamber.
Measurements for the axial reaction rate distributions were made at
different core positions with a special element loaded with platelets
which are bored through resulting in a vertical channel within the ele-
ment. To permit an undisturbed movement of the chambers a steel tuve
with a diameter of 10 mm and a wall thickness of 0.5 mm was introduced.
Because the diameter of the axial channel was larger than that of the
radial channel, the 8 mm chambers developed in Cadarache were used.
These chambers had a thicker deposit of fissionable material and gave
a higher counting rate.
The measurements were corrected for the effect of the dead time (around
3.5 psec.)The measurements were not corrected for chamber impurities. It
was estimated by using calculated reaction rates, that this correction
"I 1" ib l f 235 239 • 2381S a ways neg 191 e or U and Pu chambers «0.1%). For U cham-
bers the effect is small «0.3%) in the core but it increase in the blan-
ket with distance from the eore boundary. It is 0.7% at the core boundary
and 4% at a distanee of 16 cm.
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2.4 Foil Measurements
Fission rates were measured from irradiated pairs of pure uranium
metal foils of depleted (0.44 w/o U235) and enriched (20.04 w/o U235)
uranium. The two foils of different enrichment were enveloped in 10~m
thick aluminium foils. The integral y activity of the fission products
'li
above 660 keV was counted as a measure for the amount of fissionsduring
irradiation.
The U238 capture rate was determined by the y-X-ray coincidence method
in the 106 keV range and calibrated with an Am243 sample /2/.
All foils were calibrated with foils irradiated inside absolutely cali-
brated parallel plate fission chambers. The accuracy of this method is
about 2% /3/.
In the core of SNEAK-2A, axial traverses in the element 18/19 and ra-
dial traverses in direction west-east were made from foil measurements
which were taken up to the blanket. Uranium foils with a diameter of
25.4 mm and a thickness of 0.1 mm were used. The foils were activated
for 2 hours at a reactor power of 250 W.
In the core of SNEAK-2C azimuthal traverses were measured with inserted
simulated SNR absorbers in the Z2 zone (see chapter 7). For these measure-
ments foils with a diameter of 9.5 mm and a thickness of 0.1 mm were used.
Thc measurements of the azimuthal traverses were made with absorbers in-
serted in the following positions:
Na follower in position 1
B4C in position I, Na B4C (half inserted) in the positions 1, 2, 3
B~C (full inserted) in the positions I, 2, 3.
ot
In order to cross-check the results with fission chamber measurements
one foil was located in the element 18/19 at the core center. The ra-
dial traverses also went through the core center.
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The axial traverses were measured at the position 26/18 from 5 mm
under the core midplane to either 16 cm or 22.5 cm above the core
midplane.
2.5 Activation of SNEAK-Pu02U02 Platelets
Since no channel existed for measurement of azimuthai fission rate
traverses, foils and PUOZU02 platelets were used instead of chambers.
By y-counting the fission products 1n the activated Pu0 2U0 2 platelets
above 1.17 MeV the total fission rate distribution which corresponds
to the power distribution was determined. In order to absorb the low
energy y-radiation a lead shield of 9 mm thickness and a collimator
were used. To minimize the background interference the NaI detector
with the collimator were placed in a leadwalled container with a wall
thickness of 10 cm.
Because several points per platelet were measured the distribution of
the y-background over one platelet had to be determined. The decline
in the count rates near the edge was also taken into consideration.
This decline is caused by the design of the counting device and the
different neutron flux in the centre and at the edge of one element.
The platelets were used both for the measurement along the azimuthai
traverses in increasing distance from a simulated SNR absorber and
for measurement along axial traverses.
In addition the activation of platelets was determined in the core
center and at a position in the zt zone near the zone boundary in
order to provide a cross-check with the fission chamber traverses.
The accuracy cf the technique is estimated to be 1.5%. This includes
a 0.7% statistical error associated with the y-countrate, a 0.4% error
associated with the calibration of the discriminator, and a 0.4% un-
certainty in the fuel content of the platelets.
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2.6 Sodium Void Measurements
For the measurement of Na void traverses Na platelets were substituted
by empty steel cans in different core zones. The reactivity changes
for different configurations were measured with calibrated shim rods.
Axial and radial traverse measurements were performed. For the axial
traverses sodium was removed in 4 central elements in regions of in-
creasing height starting from the core center plane. The radial tra-
verse was measured along the central axis of the Pu-sector. In the
first step 3 cells of the 4 central elements were voided. After that,
the voided zone was displaced in steps of one element width radially
outward. This procedure was performed up to the boundary of the bree-
der blanket. In the breeder blanket itself only one measurement was
made.
As the unit cells in the various zones contained different numbers of
Na-platelets the number of cells voided per element was 3 (= 15 Na-
platelets) in Zl, 5 (= 15 Na-platelets) ~n Z2 and 7 (= 14 Na-platelets)
in the breeder blanket. Thus the number of Na-platelets in the void zo-
ne remained more or less constant throughout the radial traverse.
A radial traverse of the Na-void coefficient was also measured while
three simulated SNR absorbers were inserted. The absorbers were placed
at the boundary of the two zones of enrichment at different distances
from each other. The traverses contained three measuring points bet-
ween the absorber positions and core center and two points outward
from the absorber positions.
3. General Description of the Calculation Methods
3.1 Methods of Current Use
The evaluations were primarily performed with multigroup diffusion
theory.
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All the calculations were made with the 26-group KFK-NAP-PMB cross-
section set /4/. Some of the calculations were repeated using the
MOXTOT set /5/, which mainly differs from the NAP-PMB set by lower
U238 .capture cross-sect10ns.
The one-dimensional diffusion programs utilized were the 6731 code
of the NUSYS system at Karlsruhe, HElDl at Interatom and PANOPLlE
at Belgonucleaire. The two-dimenional programs were, respectively,
DlXY (Karlsruhe), I1UGDI (Interatom) and SQUlD (Belgonucleaire).
Some of the two-dimension diffusion calculations were performed in
26 groups. These were for k
ef f corresponding to the critical reactors
(RZ model) and for the calculation of a correction for cy1indrisation.
However most of them, and particular1y the control rod calculations
(Chapter 7), were made using 4-group condensed cross-sections. The
latter were obtained by means of one-dimensional wcighting spectra
ca1cu1ated for each zone. The deviations due to the approximation of
the condensation were minimized by an adequate choice of the few-group
scheme and by finely subdividing the zones of the reactor /6/.
The transverse buckling values used in the one-dimensional or two-
~imensional (XY) calculations wereconstant, space- and energy- inde-
pendent values, except for the case of material reactivity worth cal-
culations. The space- and energy- dependent bucklings were extracted
from previous one-dimensional calculations in the transverse direction,
or two-dimensional calculations in RZ geometry. Such procedures on the
B2 were found to besatisfactory from checks with more elaborate geo7.'
metrical models (two-dimensions, RZ or three-dimensions, see also § 3.4).
3.2 Treatment of the Heterogeneity
The fine structure of the neutron fiux and reaction rates within the
SNEAK ce11, consisting of a stack of thin p1atelets, was calculated
by the cell program ZERA of Karlsruhe /7/. This program is based on
the collision probability methode
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ZERA also generates heterogeneity corrected cell averaged cross-sec-
tions which are introduced intoone-dimensional diffusion models, for
the calculations of the heterogeneity corrections on k
ef f and reaction
rate traverses.
3.3 Transport Methods
The one-dimensional SN transport programs DTK of GfK, MUSN of Interatom
and DTF-IV of Belgonucleaire have been used to determine the transport
corrections on k
ef f and on reaction rate traverses.
The correction on k
ef f was obtained by adding the axial and radial cor-
rections. The axial correction resulted from an appropriate weighting
of the axial corrections associated with each of the radial zones.
The order of the transport approximation was generally chosen to be S4;
in some criticality calculations theorders 6 and 8 were also used. No
appreciable gain was faund when passing from order 6 to order 8. Order 4
calculations give 90% of the transport correction obtained with order 6.
Some two-dimensional (RZ) transport calculations were performed by Belgo-
nucleaire using the DOT code /8/; they were applied to thecalculation
of reactivity changes due to central control rods and reaction rate distri-
butions around them (see Chapter 7).
It must be not~d that the one-dimensional transport programs use trans-
port c~oss-sectionsweighted by the current while the DOT program uses
flux weighted values.
These two-dimensional calculations used 4-group cross-sections, conden-
sed with weighting spectra obtained by one-dimensional DTF-IV.
3.4 Synthesis Method
The computer program KASY of GfK /9/ builds three-dimensional fluxes by
a linear combination of the form:
4J (XYZ) =
- 11 -
where the two-dimensional trial functions Hk are used as input data,
and the one-dimensional mixing functions Zk are calculated by the code
on the basis of a variational principle. In addition, the code also
calculates k
e f f•
This program was used in the evaluation of the control rod experiments
(see Chapter 7). The trial functions were the fluxes calculated by DIXY
in the (XY) geometry for the different axial slices of the reactor. The
synthesis was performed along the axial direction Z.
The validity of the synthesis approximation had been tested successfully,
with respect to direct three-dimensional results obtained with a Belgo-
nucleaire version of the program TRITON /10/. Aseparate report /11/ is
devoted to the use of the synthesis method and to the tests performed.
Its general conclusion is that, for the problems considered, the accuracy
requirements are fulfilled by the synthesis technique.
3.5 Other Methods
3.5.1 The REMO correction /4/, developed at Karlsruhe, was applied to
the criticality calculations. This correction consists of im-
proving the 26-group elastic removal cross-sections by weighting
the data of the nuclear da ta file KEDAK with the col1ision den-
sity spectra calculated in each particular zone of the reactor.
3.5.2 The Monte-Carlo program MOCA /12/ of Interatom was applied to
criticality calculations. In order not to exceed large computer
times the k
e f f was calculated only within 0.5%. The result was
regarded only as a goodness check.
3.5.3 The reactivity worths were calculated by 1st order perturbation
theory applied to one-dimensional diffusion calculations (FOP)
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and by the code REAC /1/ which is based on collision probabili-
ty theory. With the latter code it is possible to take into
account the heterogeneity of the sample and the lattice.
4. SNEAK-2A
The figures la and Jb show a vertical and a horizontal section through
the critical core configuration of SNEAK-2A-SNR together with the cri-
tical dimensions which were used in the calculations. The core zone R2
has been subdivided in two uencentric parts, named R2' and R211 , because
the elements of the zone R211 are made of ~ightly modified cells. Fig.Za-d
show the structure of the unit cells used in each zone and the rest
cells used at the upper and lower core boundary.
Fig.3a-c showthe structure of the cells of the shim- and safety-rods.
Table Ja gives the compositions of each reactor zone. Two types of com-
positions are shown: The first one is the composition for the keff-cal-
culations; it includes contributions of the SNEAK shim rods and of the
rest cells. The second type was used in the calculation of the reaction
rates, it corresponds to the composition of the pure unit cells.
In considering the analysis, it must be taken into account that an
increased hydrogen content was found in the NaZC03 platelets used in
Sh~AK-2A only after the experiments were completed. By a later analy-
sis the average H-content of these platelets was determined and the
keff-calculations could be property corrected. However it was not
possible to calculate accurate corrections for local parameters such
as spectrum, material worth and reaction rates since one could not
determine the H-content of the individual NaZC03 platelets in the
vincinity.
4.1 Critical Experiment
a) Result of the experiment
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The measured k
e f f with inserted shim rods and control rods was:
k
ef f (experimental) = 1.0000
b) Methods and results of the k
ef f calculations
The calculations for the critical experiment were done with the
methods which are described in more detail inChapter 2. The ba-
sic calculation was a two-dimensional homogeneous diffusion cal-
culation with four groups in RZ geometry. The condensation scheme
used is given in Table 7. The calculationsfor the condensation
spectra, the heterogeneity, REMO and transport correction were
done in one-dimensional geometry with 26-groups. A correction for
cylindrisation was fauna by comparing ID cylindrical with 2D XY
diffusion calculations. The average mesh size was 1 cm for the
ID calculations and 2 cm for the 2D calculations. The cross-sec-
tion set NAPPMB was used for all these calculations. Some calcu-
lations were repeated with the MOXTOT set.
Table 8 gives the results of the homogeneous diffusion calculations.
Table 9 gives the results of the heterogeneity, REMO and transport
correction for both cross-section sets. In all these results the
changed content of hydrogen in the NaZC03 platelets was not con-
sidered. Table )0 gives the results of the calculations with the
new compositions (Table Jb) which considered the higher averaged
content of hydrogen.
One observes that the NAP set produces a slight underestimate in keff
while with the MOXTOT set one obtains a significant overestimate.
4.2 Reaction Rate Traverses in the Core and Blanket
In the uranium core SNEAK-2A-SNR fission traverses were measured with
U235 and U238 chambers (Typ FC4) and with foils, capture traverses
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with U238 foils. The axial measurements were done only in core posi-
tion 18/19. The core position for the radial foil traverses are given
in Fig. Ib. The radial chamber measurementswere done in the horizon-
tal channel. Because there were no calibrated chambers available the
measurements of the rates gave only relative curves. All traverses
therefore were normalized to unity at the core center. The experimen-
tal power distribution was derived using calculated spectral indices.
The calculated reaction rates and power distributions were found by
2D calculation in XY and RZ geometry. I~ the cylindrical (R and RZ)
calculations the dimensions of the core used were different from
those used in the keff calculations. The equivalent cylindrical radii
were not used, but rather radii which corresponded to the distance
core center to zone boundary in the direction of the traverse.
The dimensions used were
half height of the core zone: 30.15 cm
~n the axial direction
thickness of the axial blanket: 30.5 cm
~n the radial direction
radius of the Rl zone: 43.52 cm
radius of the R2 zone: 65.28 cm
thickness of the radial blanket: 29.0 cm
The geometry used in the XY calculations is the same as shown ~n Fig. Ib.
The results of these 2D calculations were corrected for the heterogeneity
and transport effects which were obtained from ID calculations. Generally
the heterogeneity effect is calculated small (~O.5%) in the middle of the
zones. At the boundaries it is found larger (~2.0%), but the validity of
a heterogeneity correction near a boundary is questionable.
The effect of transport corrections in the radial direction is different
in each zone:
RI zone:
R2 zone:
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Generally the effect is very small «0.5%) in all
traverses.
The effect depends on the reaction rates considered.
It is
f U235 f i %or ~ss~on < + 1.
f 238 f i 4 5'7or U ~ss~on < + • k
In the axial direction it is
in the core
lU the blanket
for U235 < 2.5%
for u238 < 6%
(increasing with ciistance from thc core boundary)
f 235 5'7.or U up to 10. ,.
238for U up to 12.5%
In addition to these corrections the influence of the cross-section set
on the traverses was checked. In the core a very small difference was
found between NAP- and MOXTOT-set. (~O.6%) At the core blanket boundary
the difference is ~ 3% for all traverses.
Fig. 4 to 6 give the results of the measurements and the calculations
for the different axial reaction rate traverses. The comparison of the
measured and calculated curves, and of the chamber and foil measurements,
show a good agreement in all cases in the core. Fig. 7 gives the curves
of the measured and calculated axial power distribution. The radial tra-
verses are shown in Fig. 8 to 11. Here too, the agreement between calcu-
lated and measured data, and between chamber and foil measurements is
good. The influence of the higher content of hydrogen in the compositions
has been calculated and was found very small (~O.5% in the core and <1%
at the boundary).
Foil measurements in the radial blanket zone were performed in two loca-
tions only. Therefore an evaluation of this experiment was not considered
to be meaning ful.
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4.3 B2 Determination
The material buckling B 2 of the central zone Rl in SNEAK-2A has been
m
determined on the basis of the measured fission rate traverses.
The principle of the methou, developed in Cadarache, and detailed ln
/13/. is briefly the following.
Fission rate traverses are measured for a number of different fission
chaniliers (generally u235 , U238 , Pu239• and Np237). Due to the different
spectral sensitivities of the chambers thc measured traverses will not
be the same.
An idealized detector which woulci filter out the transients and there-
fore yield the correct traverse for a buckling measurement must have a
spectral sensitivity proportional to the product of the diffusion coeffi-
eient with the ad j oi.nt; flux D~+.
In the order to arrive at a semi experimental result for such an idea-
lized detector one calculates the traverses for an idealized D~+ de-
tectors and for the actual chamber isotopes by multigroup calculations.
It is then possible to find an "exper i.men t a L" J)(}+ traverse which corre-
lates to the calculated D0+ traverse in the same way as measured and
calculated traverses correlate for the isotopes in the chamber. From
this D~+ traverse the value of B 2 is derived.
m
The application of this principle to SNEAK-2A gives the following re-
sults /14/.
ß 2
m
= 1.620 + .003 -2cm
This I~xperimental" value is to be compared with the following results
of calculations.
cross-section set: homogeneous heterogeneous REHO
correction het.+REMO
NAP-PMB 1.533 1.548 + .005 1.553
--.EI"'\.V'VI"'\rr'!
l"lVA.LV.L
1 "'71')'1
1 • I L I 1.735 + .003 1 7??1.'..J~
SETR 25/21
Cadarache
1.592
to be compared with the predic-
4.1). This comparison is
(of B2, therefore k , and
eo
The prediction of the B 2 by calculation is
m
tion of the k
ef f for the SNEAK-2A core (see part
coherent. One finds again a slight underestimate
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of kef f) with NAP, and a rather signifieant overestimate with MOXTOT.
The freneh set SETR 25 gives a very good predietion as weIl for the
2B of RI, as for the keff of SIiliAK-2A (0.995, ineluding heterogeneity
and transport eorreetions) /15/.
4.4 Material Worth Measurements
The material worth measurements were performed with the pile oseillator.
The calculated results were obtained with the following methods:
1) one-dimensional perturbation theory and homogeneous cross sections
in 26 groups
2) the code REAC which takes into aecount the heterogeneity of the
probe and the surrounding medium
3) two-dimensional perturbation theory and homogeneous cross seetions
in 15 groups.
Table 11 gives the results from the different methods and for both cross-
section sets used. The MOXTOT set was used only in the 2D caleulations.
The influence of the ehanged hydrogen content, shown in Table 12, was
checkea with both sets. The increased h~rogen content used in these caleu-
lations corresponded to the average H-content of all Na2C03 platelets.
Sinee it is possible that the hydrogen eontent of the platelets in the
vincinity of the sampies was deviating considerably from the average an
interpretation of the measurements in quite difficult. Even if some trends
may be deduced from the measured values definite conclusions can eertainly
not be reached.
4.5 Sodium Void Traverse
In the axial direction the local sodium void effeet was measured with
the pile oseillator. One sodium platelet was exehanged with an empty can.
The effeet was ealculated with two-dimensional perturbation theg.y ~u
15 energy-groups. Both cross-section sets ware used. Fig. 12 shows the
measured and ealeulated effect.
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Here too the uncertain hydrogen content of the surrounding Na2C03 pla-
telets prohibits any definite conclusion. It may e.g. be responsible
for the strong deviation of the poitit in core center from the rest of
t he traverse which appears to agree quite satisfactorily with the cal-
culations.
5. SNEAK-2B
The transition frorn SNEAK-2A to SNEAK-2B consisted r n sub s t i tut i nv ele-
ments with SNEAK plutonium fuel for uranium fuelled elements in a small
central zone and a 900 sector of the core. The site of the substituted
zone was limited by the supply of SNEAK plutonium platelets. Fig. 13a-b
show the unit cells used in the plutonium zones.
The substitution experiment had the purpose of
a) studiingthe effect of boundary surfaces between uranlum and pluto-
nium fuelled zones and
b) estimating the size of a pure plutonium core.
It consisted of eight steps: (Fig. 14- 16)
Step I:
Step 2 - 6:
Step 7 and 8~
Insertion of thc central block of 16 Pu-~lements.
Insertion of 5 diagonal rows of Pu-elements.
Insertion of two i sec tors yielding the 900 degree
sec tor of the final configuration.
The reactivities measured during the experiment are given ln Table 13.
Steps number 2-6 (the diagonal rows) had the purpose to approximately
determine the reactivity effect of the zone boundary and to show the de-
crease of its contribution to the individual steps as the thickness of
the plutonium zone increases. This is illustrated in Fig. 17. For the
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first substitution steps the reactivity effect per diagonal row is
considerably larger than for the last oues where it finally becomes
independent of the total size of the substituted zone. This is due
to the fact that with the insertion of the first few rows of Pu-ele-
ments the reactivity effect of the U-Pu zone boundary is being built
up. Its size may be found fram the ordinate intersection of the asymp-
totic straight line in the diagram (Fig. 17).
Since asymptotic behaviour was not established completely only an esti-
-4
mate of the boundary effect could be made with yields a value of 4·10
. f1k
an k.
Steps No. 7 and 8, each consisting of introducing a i Pu sector, again
give a value for the boundary effect but also allow an extrapolation
to the reactivity of a purely plutonium fuelled core.
The boundary effect is found from the differenee of the reactivities
added by the two steps (step 7 is to be taken with respect to the con-
figuration after step 1). It is included in step 7 which builts up zone
boundaries but not in step 8. Its value is found to be 3.5.10-4 in rea-
sonable agreement with the result from the diagonal row substitutions.
The critical size of an extrapolated plutonium fuelled core was found
under the assumption that the effect of step 1 plus the eightfold ef-
feet of step 8 represents approximately the reactivity difference bet-
ween the pure uranium and the pure plutonium core. This difference was
b.r cmfound to be +0.8%. With a calculated b.k = 1.6 %b.k the extrapolated
plutonium core has a radius 1.3 cm smaller than that of SNEAK-ZA. Its
geometry is therfore given by the following data:
radius of the ZI zone 45. 11 cm
radius of the Zz zone 65.17 cm
thickness of the radial blanket 30.0 cm
thickness of the axial blanket 30.5 cm
For this extrapolated core k
ef f calculations were performed using the com-
positions given in Table 2. The calculational methods were the same as
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described above. The results are given l.n Table 14. The 2D diffusion
calculations were performed with the E;OXTOT se t , In addition 1D dif-
fusion calculations were performed with both the MOXTOT- and NAPPMB-
sets for a comparison of the results. One observes that in this ca-
se of a plutonium fuelled core both sets give very similar results.
For either set the reactor is calculated slightly subcritical.
6. SNEAK-2C
By enlarging the Pu sector of SNEAK-2B with a buffer zone the next
assembly, SNEAK-2C, was built. The material of this buffer zone
was f1ASURCA material in the form of rodlets. The arrangement of the
SNEAK platelets cells hau been chosen in such a way that the compo-
sitions of both zones were very similar. Table 3a gives the composi-
tions originally used for the two MASURCA-Pu-zones. The composition
of the Zl zone had to be modified later, because there was an error
1n the data of the depleted uranium rodlets. Table 3b gives the mo-
dified composition. Host of the calculations were done with thc un-
corrected composi tions. The influence of the correction was es tima-
ted later by a few calculations to be smal l .
Fig. 18 shows fhe cells of the zt and Z2 NASURCA zone. Fig. 19 shows
the cross-section of SNEAK-2C
In this assembly the following measurements were performed
1) Criticality (Chapter 6.1)
2) Reaction rate traverses throußh core blanket, and a simulated fuel
element storage position in the radial direction (see Chapter 6.3)
3) Sodium void traverses with and without contra! rods (see Chapter 6~4
and 7.6)
4) Control rod experiments: reactivity changes and reaction rate tra-
verses (see Chapter 7).
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6.1 Caleulation of k
ef f for Sh~AK-2C
Beeause of the eomplieated seetor geometry of SNEAK-2C it beeomes
very diffieult to perform exaet eritieality ealeulations with one
or two dimensional programs. The following types of referenee eal-
eulations were used
1) 4 group 2D-RZ diffusion ealeulations
These ealeulations ean be applied only when SNEAK-2C is split
in twohalves eaeh of whieh ean be approximated by eylindrieal
geometry. The mean value of the multiplieation eonstant for
the two systems then is used as the referenee value of k
ef f •
For this type of ealeulations the right and left side of SNEAK-2C
(Fig. 19) are eaeh eonsidered as one half of a system with eylin-
drieal syrnmetry. The following subdivision into zones is used
Right side
Zone Radius (ern)
ZI (SNEAK Pu) 45.6
Z2 (SNEAK Pu) 66.0
blanket 96.5
Left side
Zone Radius (em)
ZI (SNEAK Pu) 12.3
22 (1'1ASURCA Pu) 28.8
RI (uranium) 45.1
R2 (uranium) 66.5
blanket 96.5
2) 4 group 2D-XY diffusion ealeulations
fiere the main uneertainty is eaused by the transverse bueklings
whieh have to be introdueed. They were derived as region and
group-dependent buekling from RZ-ealeulations.
All ealeulations were performed with the NAPPMB set. A eomparison NAP -
PMB - MOXTOT was made by one-dimensional diffusion ealeulations.
The effeet of group eondensation was also estimated by eomparing ID eal-
eulation with 26 and 4 groups.
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Transport corrections were found by S4-calculations with the one-
dimensional transport code MUSN.
A correction for cylindrisation was applied to the 2D RZ calcula-
tions by adding the difference between an XY and a ID cylindrical
calculation. The results of the calculations show Table 15.
Corrections for heterogeneity and averaging errors Ln the group
cross-sections (REMO) were not applied. Their order of magnitude
can be estimated fromcalculations for SNEAK-2A and 2B to be about
+0.5%.
The one-dimensional results with the MOXTOT set gave a k
ef f which was
1.7% higher than the NAPPMB result. Therefore the MOXTOT result corres-
ponding to the values derived above for NAPPMB would be keff = 1.007.
Calculations with the Monte Carlo Code MOCA (NAPPMB set) in which
60 neutrons were followed through 170 generations gave an average
multiplication factor of 0.985±0.003.
2D XY diffusion calculations (4 group, NAPPMB set) also were used as
a basis for three-dimensional XY/Z calculation with the synthesis co-
de KASY. No significant deviations were found from the results given
in Table 15.
A comparison of the criticality calculations for SNE&~-2A, SNEAK-2B
(extrapolated) and SNEAK-2C shows there results are quite compatible.
6.2 Fission Rates Ln the Core
6.2.1 Measurements
R d · 1 f' . f h . U235 238 P 239a a.a LSS10n rate traverses 0 t e aso ropes . ,U , u were
measured in the two zones of the core which was surrounded by a blan-
ket of depleted uranium asmown in Fig. 19. The measured values had
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a statistical accuracy of 0.7%. They were corrected for dead time
losses.
6.2.2 Method of Calculation
The fission rate traverses were calculated using diffusion theory
in XY geometry with NAP-PMB group constants condensed to 4 groups.
The effect of condensation was estimated by one-d~mensional cal-
eulations the transport effect by one- and two-dimensional calcu-
lations (84), A correction of the eross-sections with regard to
the heterogeneity of the cells was not performed.
The axial leakage was taken into account by means of space and ener-
gy dependent bucklings whieh were taken from a RZ calculation.
The power density was derived from the measurements by using the
following caleulated spectral indices:
.. .. 0.0295
The contributions of the isotopes to the power density were the fol-
lowing
in Zl in Z2
U235 3.0 % 2.0 %
U238 11.9 % 8.5 %
Pu239 82.5 % 86.7 %
p 240 241 242 2.6 % 2.8 %u ,
6.2.3 Results and Discussion
Fig. 20 shows the fission rates obtained by diffusion calculations correc-
ted for condensation and transport effects. The first correction is smaller
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than 1% withinthe whole core for all isotopes, whereas the latter
reaches 2% 1.°n the case of U238 1.°n h t 't b I 1%t e ou er zone ana s ays e ow 0
f U235 d P 239or an u •
The comparison of the calculated and measured rates, which are both
normalized to unity in the center shows a maximum overestimation of
2 9% d 1 6~ f U235 and P 239 0 1 Th f U· 238• • an • or u respect1.ve y. e traverse 0
is estimated too low by less than 1%. In particular the transition
between the two zones is weIl reproduced.
The deviations in the power distribution which here also was normali-
d 0 0 Ol d h P 239 obze to un1.ty 1.n t e core center are ma1.n y ue to t e u contr1. u-
238tion. They are somewhat reduced by the underestimation of the U con-
tribution. The relative deviation of the experimental anti calculated
power density traverses is given for some points in Table 22. The larger
values found are about 1.5%.
6.3 Fission Rate Traverses with Storage Position
6.3.1 Measurements
The experimental arrangement 1.S shown in Fig. 21. The fission rates
were measured in order to get a quantitative information about the
power level of the fuel elements in the storage position. The ele-
ments are surrounded and separated from the core by a zone of alu-
m1.nl.um or steel (exact compositions see Table 4), the first of which
is supposed to simulate the sodium-reflector of the SNR while the con-
figuration with steel simulates the conditions in PHENIX. The storage
position was filled either with 4 fuel elements of type R2 or with the
surrounding material.
Since the storage position has practically no influence on the two
core-zones and the inner part of the blanket, the results of the four
fission rate measurements (taken with steel and Al with fuel elements
or not) were averaged forthese zones.
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6.3.2 Method of Calculation
The methods of calculation are described in chapter 6.2.2. As in this
section, the corrections for transport- and condensation effects were
obtained with one-dimensiona1 calculations. Therefore they are not
correct in the neighbourhood of the fi1led storage position which can-
not be described.in one-dimensional geometry.
Because it is difficult to determine the radial dependence of the axial
bucklings, the calculation of the flux was performed with different
bucklings for the outer regions of the arrangement:
1)
2)
3)
B 2 values for all regions taken from a RZ calculation,
z
B 2 a 0 for the storage position, all others unchanged,
z
B 2 a 0 for blanket and storage position, the rest unchanged.
z
Only the results corresponding to the first assumption will be compared
in detail with measurements. The effect of taking the second or third
assumption instead of the first one will be described brief1y.
6.3.3 Results and Discussion of Fission Rates
Fig. 22 shows as an exemple the calcu1ated and measured fission rates
f h . 235 238 d P 239 f h f h fall d .o t e lsotopes U , U an u or tecase 0 tel e storage
position surrounded by Al. The theoretical values represent diffusion
calculations with 4 groups, corrected for transport and condensation
effects. B 2 values of all regions were taken from a RZ calculation.
z
As in 6.2.3 the agreement within the core was quite good. In the breeder
blanket an underestimate of about 50% for all three rates is to be noti-
ced~ This underestimate i8 increasing with the distance from the eure,
so that the measured rates are three times larger than the calculated
ones in the storage position.
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Table 16 gives relative deviations of calculated and measured fission
rates at aifferent points for the four cases (with or without RZ ele-
ments, surrounded by aluminium or steel).
The discrepancies are similar in all four cases. They are somewhat
smaller in case of steel s which means that the coupling of core and
storage positon is better reproduced for steel than for aluminum.
6.3.4 Results and Discussion of the Power Density Traverse
Fig. 23 shows the calculated power density traverse for the case of
R2 elements in the Al storage position. The fission rates discussed
~n chapter 6.3.3 were combineci using the spectral indices for the
core center which were given in 6.2.2. The same indices were used
for the combination of the experimental fission traverses in order
to get an experimental power density traverse. This is also given
1n Fig. 23. Both traverses are normalized to unity in the center.
The relative deviations for the outer regions are numerically gi-
ven in Table 22.
The inner part of the core (up to R = 60 cm) shows agreement of both
power density traverses within 1%. The deviations increase in the
breeder blanket in the outer part of which they reach nearly 50%
(35%) for aluminlli~ (steel). The calculated power densities in the
storage position surrounded by ailliuinum or steel are smaller by
about 65% and 34%, respectively, than the experimental ones.
6.3.5 Possible 0rigins of the Discrepancies
Two points arising from experimental uncertainties have to be consi-
dered. The first is the streaming-effect in the radial channel, which
increases the flux at larger distances from the eore. Another uncer-
tainty of the experimental results is due to the empty aluminum matrix
which surrounds the whole arrangement.
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The most important methodical uncertainty arises from the choice of
axial bucklings. The fission rate traverses taken for comparison
were calculated with the bucklings of a RZ calculation. They are
somewhat questionable because of the special geometry of the storage
pos i t i on, lfuen taking an axial leakage of zero for the storage posi-
tion and the surrounding material, the fission rates are increased
by 8% in the outer part of the blanket and by 15% in the storage po-
sition. In the extreme case of B 2 = 0 in all zones, except the two
z
core zones, the fission rate traverses are increased by factors of
up to 1.8 and 3 in the blanket and storage position, respectively.
6.4 Sodium Void
In safety considerations for the SNR the sodium void effect represents
an important factor. Therefore axial and radial sodium void traverse
measurements were performed in SNEAK-2C. Comparison of experimental
ana theoretical results should give information on the reliability of
predictions for this effect.
6.4.1 Experimental Technique
A general description of the experimental technique was given in 2.6.
In addition to that it should be noted, that these experiments have
shown the necessity of measuring small reactivity changes of about I ;.
directly versus the unperturbed reference case. Otherwise disturbing
influences of possible reactor-drifts cannot be excluded. Figures 24
and 25 show the geometry of the experiments.
6.4.2 Methods of Calculation
The volumes of the voided zones and the reactivity changes observed in
SNEAK-2C were smaLl., Therefore the calculations were generally perfor-
med by means of first order perturbation theory. Only for some cuses
ök/k was determined directly by diffusion calculations, showing good
agreement with perturbation results.
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In general the plutonium seetor was extended for the cal.cuLat i.ons
to a full eylinder. That ealeulations have shown that thc influen-
ce of the outer uranium zones are smal I and can be negl ec t ed ,
One- andtwo.-dimensional programs were used , 'I'he 26 cnergy groups
(NAPPMB or MOXTOT set) used in ID-codes were reduced to 17 or 15
groups for 2D-programs. The last groups which give small contri-
butions to the total effeet were collapsed.
Universal bucklings were used 1n lD-investigations.
The ealeulations using the MOXTOl set were performed with homogeneous
cross-sections ana also with cross-sections correeted for the hetero-'
geneity of the cell composition (ZERA-eodc).
Forthe conversion of the reactivity äk/k into cents the ealculatcd
-3
value ß
ef f = 5.lxlO was used.
6.4.3 Diseussion of the Results
In Tables 17 and 18 and Figures 26) 27 the comparison of experi-
mental with ealculated results of sodium void traverses is shown. In
axial direetion the most positive effect is obtained for a void exten-
S10n over half the core height. In radial direetion the loeal void
effect is positive in the inner Z] zone. Beyond the sign changes to
negative due to rapidly increasing neutron leakage.
Obviously sodium void ealculations are cxtremely sensitive to the cross-
section set used and to heterogeneity correetions. In case of thc axial
traverse (third step) for instance the ratio eIE (calculated value I ex-
perimental value) varies between 0.8 (MOXTOT, heterogeneous) anel 1.43
(NAPPMB, homogeneous).
The experimental results are better reproduced if MOXTOT group con-
stants are used.
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In the central zone a remarkable improvement is achieved by con-
sideration of heterogeneity while in the outer regions this cor-
rection makes the disagreement even worse.
One must keep in mind that the uncertainty in Seff is of the order
of 10%, and that the measurements in t also have errors of about
10% for such small reactivities.
7. SNßAK-2C (Control Rod Experiments)
7.1 General Scope of the Control Rod Experiments in SNEAK-2C
7.1.1 Basic Considerations
~
It was decided between GfK (IAR) and the Industrial Consortium SNR
to perform two series of control rod experiments in SNEAK-2C:
I.) SNR type rod experiments;
2.) Central rod experiments.
The first series of experiments is directly related to the design of
the compensation rods of SNR.
As illustrated in Fig. 28 superimposed on the SNEAK lattice, the SNR
reactor will comprise two rings of control rods. These are:
a) 12 metallic tantalum compensating rods located at the boundary
between the two core zones;
b) 6 BIO enriched B4C safety rods located at an inner ring in the
central core zone.
The cornpensating rods will be, during normal operation, approximately
one-half inserted at full power reactor start-up. The safety rods will
be, during normal operation, out of the core. Three of them, constitu-
ting the normal scram system, will consist of enriched B4C rod bundles
with followers while the remaining three will form the secondary shut-
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down system by having the capability of being very rapidly inserted
into the core in empty wrapper tubes.
All the SNK control rods will be spaced with 30 cm from center to
center.
The second series of experiments, central rod experiments, was designedin
such that geometrical effects interfere as little as possible with pre-
sumably the most important causes of discrepancies, that is, cross-sec-
tion sets and methods of calculations. A central rod is obviously the
best case for a meaningful comparison between theory and experiment.
Since then, another series of control rod experiments had been decided
upon and performed in SNEAK-6 (Part A). A central position again was
consiaered, bat in a core as cylinJrical as possible, and with a height
closer to that of the SNR.
7.1.2 Simulation of Control Rods in SNEAK
Four SNEAK square elements are equivalent in surface to 1.09 times one
hexagonal SNR assembly. One SNR control rod was therefore simulated in
SNEAK by 4 SNEAK elements.
A mock-up of the SNR tantalum rods was designed as shown in Fig. 29.
Each of the 4 SNEAK elements comprising the mock-up contain 2 thick
r ous ( 22 mm di amet er ) and 2 thin rods (13 mm diameter) inserted into
an aluminum matrix and surrounded on two sides by steel platelets. The
rods were ~ither metallic tantalum ör aluminum so that either the ab-
sorber portion or the foliower portion of the SNR control rod could be
simulated. The sodium present in SNR was replaced by aluminum which was
assessed to be an acceptable substitute.
The B4C rads were constructed with B4C boxes (natural B4C powder, 1.6 g/
cm
3 density, contained in steel boxes). The corresponding foliower por-
tion was made of Na platelets, which gives approximately the same ratio
Na/steel as in SNR.
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In the experiments therefore, one had two different control rods
with foliower, designated below as Al-Ta and Na-B4C. Table 5 shows
the atomic compositions of the control rods simulated in S}ffiAK, com-
pared with those of SNR.
7.1.3 Description of the Rod Experiments
In the first series of experiments, the SNR conditions were simulated
as closely as possible with the rods placed on the boundary of the
core zones ZI/Z2 at approximately 30 cm distance from each other. As
it was impossible, due to material limitations, to build a full-size
plutonium core in SNEAK, a sector core was built.
The sector had an angle of 900 • The MASURCA plutonium, on loan from
the French C.E.A., served asa buffer zone to decouple the 900 SNEAK
plutonium sector from the uranium zone and to improve the experimen-
tal conditions.
The start-up core (SNEAK-2C) is shown in Fig. 30.
Shadowing effects were investigated with the rod positions (Fig. 32).
The measurements were performed with one rod (Na/B4C or Al/Ta) at the
21/Z2 boundary, and with three rods (Na/B4C only) at the ZI/22 bounda-
ry. In the latter instance particular attention was given to the case
of a partially inserted rod bank.
The shadowing effect was investigated by measuring the reactivity worth
of the inner of the three rods for different azimuthai positions of the
two outer rods. These outer rods remained always on the ZI/Z2 boundary
with their absorber fully or half inserted. The distance between the
outer and inner rods (center-to-center) was respectively 11 cm, 30 cm
(reference case), 37 cm and 52 cm.
In the central position, both types of control rods were investigated;
Al/Ta and Na/B4C. In addition, the reactivity worth of a void was mea-
sured by removing the four central elements from the core. Such a case,
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particularly difficult to compute accurately, is close to the case of
the planned secondary shut-down system of SNR which hollow elements
are provided in the central zone of the core during normal operation.
Also, the complete characteristic curve) ok(h), of a Na-B4C rod, con-
sisting of only one SNEAK element, was measured 1n an off-center po-
sition in the central core zone. The characteristic curve was measu-
red twice, with the three outer rod positions mentioned above filled
with, respectively, Na and B4C.
The material composition 1n the rod positions is the following. Be-
low the lower core plane the rod positions contained normal blanket
material. From a level 20 cm above the upper core boundary, the rods
consisteu of B4C for safety reasons.
However, the axial distribution of the composition corresponds re-
latively weIl to that of the SNR rods.
The measurements performed consisted of:
1.) the reactivity changes between successive configuratio11s 111 which
the rads (4 elements) were made of:
a. co re medium (reference state);
b. foliower (Al or Na);
c. absorber half inserted (Al-Ta or Na-B4C);
d. absorber fully inserted (Ta or B4C);
2.) the distributions of u235 , u238 and Pu239 fission rates:
axially, in a position close to the control rods, for the half
insertion of a rod or rod bank;
radially and azimuthally, for the full insertion of a rou or
rod bank.
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Table 19 lists the measurements (35 reactivity changes, 19 fission
rate traverses) which were performed. The experimental methods used
have been described in Chapter 2.
The entire program of control rod measutements included the loading
of 5 core configurations, the largest core containing 85 core ele-
ments more than the first one, to compensate for the high absorber
reactivities introduced (up to 2.5% ök).
Fig. 30 and 31 represent, respectively, the first two and the last
three core configurations of the series together with the exact po-
sitons of the control rods.
7.2 Reactivity Changes with a single Conttol Rod
7.2.1 Experiments performed
The experiments performed with a single control rod are listed in
Table 19.
A control rod of the SNR type was placed at different radial positions,
designated as:
5, center of the core;
I, mean the boundaryof the two core zones at a mean radius of 49.0 cm;
la and Ib, slightly displaced from position I inwards to amean radii of
43.5 and 38.1 cm.
The absorber material was, either B4C (with a Na follo~er) used at the
four positions, or Ta (witha Al foliower) used at positions 5 and I.
7.2.2 Method of Calculations
All the measured ~eactivity changes wete calculated with diffusion theory,
usingthe following models:
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a) two dimensions (XY) with a constant Bz
2
value;
b) three dimensions XY/Z (synthesis(+».
A few cases were recalculated with transport theory (see § 7.2.9).
All cases were calculated using the NAP-PMB cross-sections, condensed
from 26 to 4 groups.
Some of the calculations were repeated with the MOXTOT cross-sections.
The mesh spacing chosen was one half a SNEAK element (2.72 cm) in the
horizontal plane (XY), and 3 cm in the axial direction Z.
The accuracy of keff was, respectively, 5'10-5 in two dimensions, and
1.10-5 in three dimensions (synthesis).
The reactivities deduced were simple differences of k
e f f tather than
differences divided by k
ef f•
7.2.3 Meaning of the Comparisons
The calculational model was chosen to represent as closely as possible
the actual conditions of the measurements. The exact core sizes were
considered for each step of reactivity rueasured. Then the different
stepswere added to build, for example, the reactivity of a ful1y
inserted control rod.
This type of calculation takes in account as weH as possible, that the
measured quantity was actually for each case the excess reactivity as
determined by the critical position of SNEAK shimrods and not the to-
tal reactivity loss caused by the simulated SNR rods.
(+) The details of application of the synthesis technique are described
in aseparate report /11/.
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7.2.4 Conversion of the Experimental Results to ~k
Aperturbation calculation using two-dimensional (XY) diffusion
fluxes with KEEPIN's data 116/ gave the following effective de-
layed neutron fraction for the core 1 of the series, reference
state (without control rods):
""
The conversionof the experimental results from i to ~k was made
considering the variation of B
ef f , during the control rod experi-
ments. The variation is a result of the addition of core elements
at the edge of the core and of the large flux depression caused by
the simulated control rods. On the basis of calculations, it has
been estimated that B
ef f was not very sensitive to the first cause
but extremely sensitive to the second. The effect results in an in-
crease of B
ef f of the order of:
to 2% if one rod is placed at the core center;
to 4% if one rod is placed at the boundary of the core zones;
3 to 10% if three rods are placed at the boundary of the core zones.
The experimental values are given in the Table 20 below as directly
obtained in i and as converted to ~k after correction for B
ef f va-
riations.
7.2.5 Diffusion Theory Results
The reactivity changes calculated by two- and three-dimensional dif-
fusion theory are given in Table 20a and 20b. These are reactivity
changes corresponding to, respsctively:
a) the replacement of fuel by Na, Na-B4C, B4C, Al, Al-Ta or Ta;
and
b) the half or full insertion of an absorber (B4C, Ta) in a follower
(Na, Al).
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7.2.6 Discussion of the Diffusion Theory Results
Part A of Table 20
There is a general trend to overestimate the reactivity changes by
calculation. The deviation of the calculated results from the ex-
perimental ones range from:
1% to 11% in two-dimensional calculations (excepting Na);
- 2% to 8% ~n three-dimensional calculations (excepting Na).
The two- and three-dimensional results agree within 4% for the full
insertion of absorbers with the three-dimensional results being ge-
nerally the best.
~nen the position of the absorber is displaced from the center to
the periphery, the deviation from experiment ranges
B4C (full) from - 1% to + 5% (2-D)
from - 1% to + 1% (3-D)
Ta (full) from + 4% to + 9% (2-D)
from + 5% to + 5% (3-D)
The largest discrepancies are observed for Na, and to a lesser extent,
for Al. The main reason is probably an inadequate treatment of the axial
leakage of neutrons in these light materials. When the third dimension
is taken into account, the calculation is improved. However there still
remains a high overestimate at the center of + 24% for Na and + 8% for Al.
The replacement of fuel by a half inserted absorber is calculated (in
three dimensions) as weIl as the full insertion of the same absorber.
Part B of Table 20
The reactivity changes corresponding to the half or full insertion of
an absorber into afollower are differences of the reactivity changes
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~n Part A and therefore, the discrepancies observed in Part Bare
also differences of discrepancies found in Part A. For example,
Part A shows a rather large overestimate for Na and a small one
for B4C; the transition from Na to B4C is therefore underestimated.
The transitions from half to full insertion are slightly overesti-
mated:
+ 9 to + 8% for Al-Ta to Ta.
7.2.7 Effect of using HOXTOT instead of NAP
Some one-dimensional diffusion calculations, including a central control
rou (position 5) have been made using both cross-section sets NAP-PMB
and MOXTOT. The effect of using MOXTOT instead of NAP is found to be:
+ 3% (ref to B4C), + 2% (ref to Ta), + IX (ref to Na), 0 (ref to Al)
+ 4% (Na to B4C) , + 3% (Al to Ta).
7.2.8 Effect of Calculational Approximations
The calculated values of Table 20 correspond to some simplifications in
space anti in energy (see § 3.1 and 7.2.2). The deviations introduced ha-
ve been estimated on the basis of one-dimensional diffusion calculations.
In the case of a central control rOd, the broad mesh spacing and the
4-group condensation introduce deviations of:
- 1% (na to B4C), - 1% (Al to Ta).
(ref (ref to Al)
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In the case of a peripheral rod, the deviations are of the order of 1%.
,.,
The influence of the slightly too low (2%) BZ"" value used ~n the two-
dimensional results is of the order of 1% of the measured values. The
three-dimensional results are not influenced /11/.
7.2.9 Transport Corrections
The central rod worths have also been calculated with transport theory,
by means of S codes for n = 4 (see § 3 ). These calculations were per-
n
formed in one (R) and two dimensions (RZ). In the one-dimensional cal-
culations the current weighted transport cross-sections C'STRIl ) and the
flux weighted transport cross-sections ("STRTR") were used while in the
two-dimensional calculations, the flux weighted transport cross-sections
C'STRTR") were used.
The results obtained, expressed in terms of a correction factor to be
applied to the reactivities found by diffusion calculations. are as
follow:
="''''~~-=-~'~-~.'''''''''''''''''''"'-=~~.='='"''~...._.. ~",...,.
~ i
Position 5 (center) I-D (R) I-D (R) 2-D (HZ)
STR STRTR STRTR
Fuel replaced by Na .92 .74 .76
Fuel replaced by B4C .93 .93 .93
Fuel replaced by Al .93 - -LFuel replaced by Ta .94 .90 .91
One obtains transport corrections which have about the same magnitude as
the deviations between diffusion theory and experiment such as given in
Table 20.
7.2.10 Reactivity of a Central Void
An additional reactivity measurement was concerned with the removal of
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the 4 central elements from the ccre and their replacement by empty
structural tubes.
Two approximate methods of calculation, which allow the use of dif-
fusion theory, were applied.
The first one consists of replacing the void bya fictitious medium,
having all cross-sections equal to zero, and a finite diffusion co-
efficient calculated with reference to the surrounding core medium,
according to a formula given by MÄRKL /17/.
The second one consists of applying, at the boundary of the core zone
with the void, an inner boundary condition givingthe current-over-
flux ratio as a function of the ratio of void radius to core height
and of the axial reflector saving /18/.
The comparea values are as foliows:
Experiment
first method, two dimensions (XY):
three dimensions (xy/Z):
1170 10-5 llk
921 10-5 llk
second method, two dimensions (RZ)
14 cm reflector saving: I 181 10-5 llk
cm reflector saving: 650 10-5 llk
The second method gives the best results, when tak1ng the assumption of
a nearly zero reflector saving, as was already observed in /4/.
7.3 Reactivity Changes with three Control Rods
7.3.1 Experiment performed
The experiments performed with three control rods are listed in Table 19.
They were concerned with the movement of a control rod (full out, half-in,
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full-in) in the peripheral position 1 with two rods in neighboring
positions at the same radius. The effect examined was, therefore, the
shadowing of two neighboring rods upon a single rod in position I.
The two neighboring rods were displaced azimuthally, to distances
from position 1 (center to center) of respectively 11 (2C,3C), 29.5
(2,3),37 (2A,3A) and 52 cm (2B,3B). The 11 cm distance corresponds
to directly adjoining positions. The configurations are shown in
Fig. 31.
The absorber material was B4C with a Na follower.
The measured reactivity changes are given in Table 21 below, as directly
obtained in i, and as converted to ~k, after correction for Seff varia-
tions (see § 7.2.4).
7.3.2 Diffusion Results
Table 22 also gives the reactivity changes calculated in (XY) and (XY/Z)
geometry. The reactivity steps considered for the rod in position 1 are:
full out to half in (Na Na-B C)4
half in to full in (Na-B4C B4C)
and fu11 out to full ~n ~a B4C).
No transport corrections were calculated for these cases.
7.3.3 Discussion of the Diffusion Theory Results
The general observation from Table 21 is that the reactivity change as a
result of the movement of a rod in position 1 from full out to half in-
sertion is underestimated by 5% to 21% while from half to full insertion,
the deviation ranges from + 1% to - 6%.
The trend of the calculations is that the agreement with experiments be-
comes worse with decreasing distance between the rods. This obviously
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means that a portion of the shadowing effect of the rods is not des-
cribed properly by the calculations. Diffusion theory is not able to
describe properly the current across the boundary between a large bulkof
highly absorbing medium and the core. Therefore, as the absorber be-
comes more concentrated in one region of the core)diffusion theory be-
comes worse.
7.3.4 Characteristic Curve of a B4C Rod
In an off-center position in the central core zone ZI the characteristic
curve of a single SNEAK element (5.44 x 5.44 cm), loaded with a B4C ab-
sorber section and a Na foliower was measured in two conditions, namely
in the presence of Na followers or B4C absorbers in the three outer rod
positions 1, 2, 3.
The characteristic curves are represented in Fig. 32. The calculated
curves are the results of three-dimensional (XY!Z) calculations. For
the comparison of measured and calculated values the conditions of
half insertion was taken as a reference point. The calculation produ-
ces steeper curves than were measured. The curves for (Na)I,2,3 are in
disagreement by about 10% while the curves for (B4C) I , 2 , 3 are in dis-
agreement by a maximum of about 30%.
7.4 Traverses with a Single Control Rod
7.4.1 Measurements performed
All the measurements performed are listed in Table 19. They consist of
" 1 f" "d" "b" f U235 238 d P 239" hspat1a 1SS1on rate 1str1 utlons or , U an u ln t e ra-
dial, axial and azimuthaldirections. The radial traverses were perfor-
med in the core midplane, the azimuthai traverses in horizontalplanes
at different heights and the axial ones in the central core axis and
near the control rod position 1.
The measurements were performed with fission chambers (radially and
axially) and by the activation of foils and Pu0 2U02 SNEAK platelets
(axi.a.l Iy and azimuthally).
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The statistical accuracy of the measured points ~n the core region
was, respectively:
radially: 0.7%;
axially: 0.2 to 0.770 by chambers and by foils (U235);
1 to 2% by foils (U238), 1.5% by platelets;
azimuthally: 1.5% by platelets and 1 to 2% by foils.
The chamber measurements were corrected for the dead time, and also
for the impurities of the chamber.
7.4.2 Method of Calculation
The calculations were the same as those performed for the reactivity
changes: two-dimensional (XY) and three-dimensional (XY/Z) calcula-
tions in diffusion theorywith NAP-PMB cross sections.
Afew cases were also calculated ~n transport theory.
The effect of the calculational approximations, the broari mesh spacing,
the 4 group condensation anti the low Bz
2
value (in two dimensions XY),
was estimated oy a one-dimensional calculation to be smaller than 0.5%
in all the cases.
7.4.3 Fission Rates, Diffusion Theory Results
The fission rates obtained by diffusion theory are illustrated in Fig.
33 and 34. These rates are related to the cases with Ta in position 5
and B4C in position 1.
One observes that the depression of the traverses within an absorber is
weIl predicted for Pu239, but greatly underpredicted for U238 (10%). The
gradient at the boundary between the core and the absorber is calculated
too steep.
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The calculated axial traverses compare, in general,well with the
experiment when there was a fully inserted control rod or none at
all near the location of the measurements. In an axially unsYmme-
trical case however, such as (Na-B4C)1 (Fig. 35), the degree of
a symmetry is not correctly calculated. This could result from an
inadequate treatment of the axial neutron leakage in the sodium
foliower (see § 7.2.6).
7.4.4 Power Density, Diffusion Theory Results
The goal of the traverse measurements was to obtain information on the
spatial distribution of the power density in a core containing control
rods. For this purpose, the fission rates measured for the different
isotopes were combined using calculated values of spectral indices
(see Chapter 6.2.2).
For the sake of comparison measured and calculated traverses were nor-
malized so that the integral over the core part (weighted by r in the
radial case) yielded unit average power density. All values therefore
represent local-to-average ratios.
Four typical power distributions are illustrated in Fig. 36, 37, 38 and
39, referring to the cases, respectively of
Fig. 36, radial, (B4C);
Fig. 37, radial, (B4C)I;
Fig. 38, axial, reference (Z2) ;
Fig. 39, azimuthai, (B4C) I·
In order to make the comparison complete, the reference radial traverse
(without any control rod), presented in Chapter 6, § 6.2, is also in-
cluded and compared to the cases with control rods.
The Table 22 gives the relative deviation between calculated and measu-
red values for aseries of typical points in the core.
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7.4.5 Discussion of the Diffusion Theory Results
Radial Traverses
The reference traverse 1S predicted within 1.2% in the core.
The traverses with control rods fully inserted are 1n general calcu-
lated within:
2.41. for a central absorber rod (Tas ' (B4C)S);
2.07. for a central foliower rod (Na)_;)
- I.S% «B4C) l ) or 2.4% (Ta)l for an outer absorber rod.
In the zone of power depression arounä a central rod the power densities
are slightly underestimated «T~S' Q~a~» or slightly overestimated «B4C) S) .
The max1mum 1n the inner zone is, respectively displaced inwards and 1%
underestimated for~~~5' weIl ptedicted (0.5%) for (Ta)S' 2% overestima-
ted for (B4C)S.
The maximum 1n the outer zone is 1 to 2% overestimated in the three
cases.
The power depression around an absorber rod 1n outer position 1 is
weIl predicted also (within 1 to 2%).
Axial Traverses
The comparison 1S clearer and leads to the following conclusions:
a) the calculated traverses havea steeper gradient than the measured
ones. The maximum-to-average ratio is I%overestimated;
b) axial power distribution is calculated as weIl in the vicinity of a
control rodfully inserted as in a reference fuel zone (far from any
control rod);
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c) in the case of apartial insertion of a control rod, the axial
assymmetry is not weIl accounted for by the calculation. For
example, in the case of ~a-B49,the maximum-to-average ratio
is 3% overestimated. This may come from the deficienttreat-
ment of the sodium already discussed in connection with the
reactivities.
Azimuthal Traverses
The power gradient in the vicinity of a control rod is overestimated
by the calculation. The maximum of the traverse is calculated about
1% too high.
The main results obtained may be summarized as follows in terms of
maximum-to-average power ratios with absorber rodsinserted (B4C, Ta):
radially, 2% overestimate in both core zones;
axially, 1% overestimate;
azimuthally, 1% overestimate.
The calculation overestimates the power gradients when absorber rods are
inserted in the core.
7.4.6 Effect of using MOXTOT instead of NAP
When using the MOXTOT cross-section set instead of the NAP set, the power
density traverses, normalized as described above, are, in general, changed
by less than 0.5%.
7.4.7 Transport Correction
Two-dimensional (RZ) and one-dimensional transport calculations, compared
with corresponding diffusion calculations, yielded, as in the case with-
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out control rods (Chapter 6), very small discrepancies in regions
with core material. The transporteffects are muchlarger inside
control rods. The following effects were found in the central
point of a central rod:
B4C - 6% for Pu
239
and -7% for U238 ;
Ta 5% for Pu239 and -19% for U238•,
Na 239 - 8% for U238•- 1% for Pu and
Transport theory predicts better the fission rate depression caused
238by an absorber, for U ; this is illustrated on Fig. 33, where the
transport correction has been drawn.
The power density distribution is only slightly (I to 2%) changed
close to the absorber rod.
See Chapter6.2, for the transport corrections in the core region in
the absence of control rods, and in the blanket region.
7.4.8 Traverse measured ~n a Central Void ~n the Core
Axial fission traverses have also been measured in 4 empty central
SNEAK tubes (see § 7.2.10). The approximate methods used for calcu-
lating the fluxes, in the case of the void with streaming-corrected
diffusion coefficients, reproduce satisfactorily the traverses with-
in the voided region of the core but underestimate the rates within
the void in the blanket region. A recently developed method /19/
which couples a diffusion theory solution in the core medium with a
transport theory procedure in the void zone better agreement in the
traverses.
7.5 Traverses with three Control Rods
7.5.1 Measurements performed
The measurements performed are listed in Tahle 101;1. Radial, axial and
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azimuthal fission rate traverses were measuredfor half and full in-
sertion of three control rods (Na-B4C) near the boundary of the two
core zones. These traverses have been calculated only in diffusion
theory.
7.5.2 Results from Fission Rates and Power Density
Fig. 40 and 41 illustrate the comparison of predicted and measured
radial traverses in the case with three rods fully inserted. Fig. 40
h f i f h' p 239 d U238 hi 1represents t e 1SS1on rates or t e 1sotopes u an , w 1 e
Fig. 41 represents the total fission rate or power density, obtained
and normalized as explained above in 7.4.4.
The relative deviations of the calculated to measured power density
ratios for aseries of typical points of the considered traverses ha-
ve also been included in the recapitulating Table 22 already presented.
7.5.3 Discussion of the Diffusion TheoryResults
One observes the following when passing from one to three control rods:
1.) Radially:
a) full insertion~491,2,3: there is a shift of the deviations
(the sign is changed), but all the deviations remain smaller
than 2%;
b) half insertion(Na-B4C~,2,3: the maximum deviation is 3.4%; it
must be remembered that the traverse is located in the plane
seperating the absorber (B4C) and the follower (Na) parts of
the rods.
2.) Axially:
The agreement becoroes even better than in the case of one rod, the
overestimate of the calculated power peak is reduced.
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3.) Azimuthally:
The overestimate by 2.3% for (B4C) 1 ehanges only slightly for
(B4C)I,2,3 (2.0%). The sign of the diserepancy ehanges for
~a-B4ql 2 3 from the upper core (B4C) to the lower eore (Na)., ,
As a conelusion, the influenee of three rods on the power density di-
stribution in the eore is as weIl ealculated as the influenee of a
single rod. The presenee of several rods instead of one does not in-
troduee any additional discrepancy between ca1eulation and measurernent.
7.6 Sodium Voia with Control Rods
Five points Df the radial sodium void traverse in the plutonium seetor
of SNEAK-2C wereremeasured with B4C rods in the positions 1, 2, 3 (ty-
pieal SNR distances between rous) to get information about the influence
of absorber material on the sodium void effeet. In two points next to
the absorber the void effeet was also investigated with B4C in the po-
sitions 1, 2c, 3e (threecontrol rods eollapseä). For the last confi-
guration calculations were not accomplished. See Fig. 31 for the core
configuratiöns.
7.6.1 Method of Calculation
The sodium void traverse with B4C rads ~n positions 1, 2, 3 was treated
by perturbation theory using normal and adjoint fluxes from 4 group XY
diffusion calculations. Group- anä region-dependent bucklings were ta-
ken from RZ calculations for the reference core. Homögeneous NAPPMB
cross-sections were used.
7.6.2 Diseussion of the Results
In Table 23 measured ane calculated reactivity values are presented. For
comparison the experimental results without B4C are added. The experimen-
tal values are also illustrated on Fig. 42.
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In the core centre the sodium void reactivity is smaller than the
corresponding value without B4C rods, mainly due to the larger co-
re volume (edge elements). In the other points a direct influence
of the B4C rods is observed. In particular the large flux gradient
~n the Zl zone near the rod causes the Na void effect thcre to be-
come more negative than in the unpcrturbed system.
In the Z2 zone the flux gradient is reduced by the presence of B4C.
Thc neutron leakage becomes small~r and the void effect is less ne-
gative than in the reference core.
The agreement between the measured and calculated traverses is quite
good. At 27.2 cm the discrepancy is caused by the greater steepness
of the experimental curve in this region.
8. Direct Application to the SNR Design
The main conclusions from the SNEAK-2 evaluation for a direct appli-
cation to the SNR design are summarized in this chapter. They con-
cern the prediction of the following parameters:
keff;
power distribution;
control rod worths;
sodium void effect;
by means of the methods in current use or envisaged at this time for thc
SNR design calculations. The basic cross-section set used is NAP-PMB.
The criticality calculations of most direct interest for the SNR design
are relevant to the extrapolated full plutonium core SNEAK-2B (sector
substitution experiment, Chapter 5). They give the following predic-
tions for the critical core (with an uncertainty estimated to .003):
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Homogeneous diffusion
REHO correction
Heterogeneity correction
Transport correction
NAPPMB set
.980
+ .009
+ .001
+ .006
.996
MOXTOT set
.983
+ .004
+ .001
+ .006
.999
For a full uranium system (SNEAK-2A, Chapter 4), the predictions are
approximately as good with NAPPMB (.991), but not so good withMOXTOT
(1.023).
8.2 Power Distribution
In the core of a plutonium reactor without control rods (Chapter 6),
the radial power density distribution normalized to a unit core average,
is predicted by conventional diffusion methods within 1%; the maximum-
to-average power ratio is 1% overestimated.
When this core contains control rods (Chapter 7), the maximum-to-average
power ratios are, respectively: 2% overestimated radially and azimuthally,
and 1% overestimated axially. This has been verified, as weIl in the case
of a single rod inserted (absorber or foliower) as in the case of three
rods inserted. The power gradient in the vicinity of an absorber is slightly
overestimated by diffusion.
On the power distribution in the core region, the effects of using either
transport theory instead of diffusion, or the MOXTOT set instead of the
NAP set, or heterogeneity corrected cross-sections instead of homogeneous
ones, are always smaller than 1%.
In the radial blanket region, the power distribution is underpredicted
with diffusion by about - 5% near the core boundary to about - 50% after
40 cm blanket thickness. Using transport theory instead of diffusion is
general improves the prediction by about 5%.
Using the MOXTOT set instead of the NAP set improves also the prediction
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by about + 1% near the core boundary to about + 15% after 40 cm
blanket thickness.
In a mock-up type experiment one radial power distribution was also
extended through a fuel element placed in a storage position outside
the core blanket system. The results are given in Chapter 6.
8.3 Control Rod Worths
The evaluation cf the SrlliAK-2C control rod experiment (Chapter 7)
leads to the following conclusions, as far as control rod worths
are concernea (experimental accuracy: : 5%):
1.) Simulation of the SNR shim rods, placed at the interface Z1/Z2;
Ratios calculation (diffusion) over experiment, C/E, 3-D (XY/Z)
values; 2-D (XY) values in brackets.
One single rodReactivity changes
Al to Ta
Rod out - rod half in I. 10
Rod half ~n - rod fuH in 1.08
Rod out - rod full in 1.09 (I. 10 .98 (.96)
One rod with 2 neigh-
boring rods at 30 cm
distance, Na to B4C only
.80
.98
.87 (.9I)
2.) Simulation of the SNR safety rods, in the central zone.
Reactivity change
Rod out - rod full ~n
One single rod, Na to B4C
1.00 (.99)
3.) Systematical deviations found:
a) For a single rod placed in central or peripheral position the
reactivity difference (reference to Ta) is 4 to 5% overesti-
mated with respect to (reference to B4C).
b) The reactivity of Na against reference ~s overestimated greatly
with a conventional 2-D (XY) model and still somewhat in a 3-D
(XY/Z) model.
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c) The shadowing effect of control rods is overestimated parti-
cularly in case of a partial insertion of the absorber.
4.) Complementary information:
a) Using the MOXTOT set instead of NAP changes the reactivities
by 3% or less;
b) The simplifications in space and energy used in the current
calculational methods introduce deviations of the order of 1%;
c) Transport corrections have been obtained, see Chapter 7. They
were found to be in general of the order or - 6 to - 10% (ex-
cept for Na). Such corrections have the same magnitude as the
deviations between diffusion theory and experiment. They should
therefore receive more attention in the near future.
8.4 Sodium Void
In plutonium zones (Chapter 6), calculations by direct differences of
keff or by perturbation (both methods agree fairly), reproduce the major
part of the axial and radial sodium void traverses with a positive bias,
the deviation is generally within 30%. Taking the heterogeneity of the
SNEAK cell into account improvesgenerally the agreement.
The MOXTOT set in general reproduces the experimental resultsbetter
than the NAP set, by about 10%.
Two-dimensional (RZ) calculations give the best agreement, but one and
a half dimensional models using constant B2 values give deviations which
are only 10% (of the total effect) larger.
The influence of the insertion of absorber rods on the sodiwn void effect
is satisfactorily weIl predicted (Chapter 7).
Ageneral result is that the calculations are on the safe side as they
produce too positive effects.
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8.5 Conclusions
The results of SNEAK-2 give a good survey of the accuracies reached by
calculations of a system with features of the SNR. Complementary infor-
mation will be provided by the data of SNEAK-6 /20/ to be published
shortly. To some extent the results may already be used to apply
corrections to the SNR design calculations. For other problems (in
particular than associated with the two rings of control rods) further
investigations in a more realistic system will have to be performed.
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Table l a Atomie Compositions (10 22 at/ern3) SNEAK-2A
Elements
Zones used in ealeula-
tions of reaetion rate
distribution
Control Rods
~
~ i- I···~
.. IOJ:)':J 1 U.;!.:>jj4 I 0.1/j/j24 ~ 0.25097
0.65643 0.68023
I
. -t1_0_~_35_6~ 0."315~8~625 0.35808 I 0.31811 ~',3~:72 1_0:3.!~~_
", I 1.21O~813 I~18_._0.~:10 _ I.::l 1.20811 1.096~ 1.28188 1.0961~
0~~68 ~~~ ~'=--_.~~~68_ ._~666_1 0.236~~165~-t-~~~~!..: 0.1655:
0.90411 I 1.00195 I 1.00316. 0.90216 G005l4 0.94431 1.08294 I 0.94464
0.20424
0.39720
0.00371O. 20417 i I . i
I 0.39706
0.25287
0.95179
0.30497
0.873300.49266
0.25221
I
-r
,
!
i
0.89763
0.240870.30030
0.85125
0.02'1'45 0.05714 0.45239
- 0.58877 I 1.03476 I 0.58898
0.0l7'50 0.01546
0.00260 0.00184
0.00217 0.00174
I) Mn has been ClLssimilatedto er 2) Co has been assimilated to Ni 3) Mg has been assimilated to Al
Table Ib Modified atomic compositions (1022 at/cm3)
for the uranium-zones
Elements Zones
Rl
---I ..- "'~R2-
!----------+-------..,--,--.------,--1.-..----
0.18759 0.25334
0.65106 0.58502
0.35808 0.31811
1.21636 1.208) 7
0.90216
0.30497 0.25287
0.87330 0.95179
0.01636 0.01473
0.00256 0.00163
0.01413 0.01169
1) Mn has been assimilated to Cr
2) Co has been assimilated to Ni
Table 2 Atomic Compositions (10 22 at/cm3)
of the SNEAK Pu-Zones
Elements Zones
O. 12756 I 0.16840I0.01146 0.01513
I
0.00104 0.00137
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-24 I
ZI SNEAK Z2 SNEAK
I.-
IU-235
Pu-242
\ . .!
.. ... I.\!1: U-238 0.60224 0.50827I!i
I er 1) 0.32340 0.39705 I!!
. ;lJ "lAl_ I
I
!
1.19602 1.30976 !Fe I
! N· 2) 0.22813 I 0.19975 I! r l. Ii
I I! 0 1.259 I8 1.39489 !I I
I I! e 0.00505 0.00607
I Na 0.89749 0.71091
I
I
A13)I 0.00056 0.24172
I
!
Ti 0.00077 0.00206I ,
I
,I si 0.01530 0.01920I
1) Mn has been assimilated to Cr
2) Co has been assimilated to Ni
3) Mg has been assimilated to Al
Table 3a A · .. (I 22 / 3)tom~c Compos~t~ons 0 at cm
of the MASURCA Pu-Zones
r--------.....,.-"~.-.. _ ~._ · "..".ü ."".__· ---._.._.__.• --,
Zones !
I
I
I
Elements
zt MASURCA
0.17382
1.22039
0.91111
0.17014
1.22039
0.91111l-... ~ ....."I--' _
1) Mn has been assimilated to Cr
I
f
I~
Table 3b Atomie Compositions (10 22 at/ern3)
ZI MASURCA-Zone is modified
U-235 ! 0.00160 l
---t------.------f
U-238 -t=-~-~~~-~Cr1)
Fe I 1.25500 ir: .·~--_·--'"-·I
Ni --f~~-~1764~_~__.._
0 1.15990
..~------..-_._..-._,-,-_.-_...__....._-•.-----
Na 0.88568
1) Mn has been assimilated to Cr
Table 4 Atomic Composi t i ons (10 22 a t/cm3) of the storage pos i t i.ons
and the breeder blanket in radial direction
..._.._... .. ,
' ..
""
> ~__C' __
-'_..'- , rv- ......, ..
Storage Zones Breeder blanket
Elements ..-- ',.,. ' .. '--',"'---'-'_.'"_"_-_"- ..... .
Al 55
All) 5.63838 0.55309 0.5200
,...
"
'."'-'-
0 2.091 I
--~-'.'.'-'-
-
t
~,_.'.-. ~~...-'..,,-,
'--'''-'''-'
C 0.01895 0.0045
.
;
}'e 5.15938 0.6300
,'-"
Cr2) i 0.01341 1.52937 0.1824
,.,
""" ..
~_.- ~'_ •. 'H_"" __ '_"'~_ _ ~_.".>_.·_~__,.~T"·_~_· _____ "'
'T. 3)
0.70332 O. 10[.0fn
,'.-
Ha 0.6644
t ..' .._. -..."'~~.'-~"~-'--"' ~-.•.~~- .... - ... ,"- , , ..__._,,.,.,.'. !.- •• ___T,"~,_.~ .-.
Ho 0.01725
si 0.04360 0.06008 0.0108
Ti 0.00005 0.02856 0.0005
U-235 0.0075
".-.- ,.'
U-238 1.0297
--, ~. ..-- ~....
1) Mg has been assimilated to Al
2) Mn has been assimilated to Cr
3) Co has been assimilated to Ni
Table 5 Atomic Compositions of Control Rods in SNEAK-ZC and in SNR (10 24 a~/cm3)
4. 17-3
1. 19-2
2.78-3
I. 19-2
2.78-3
1 .50-2
1.50-2
4. 17-3
7.51-3
1.77-2
3.10-3
2.07-3
1• 11-2
1.67-2
3.10-3
2.07-3
I
1.85-3
1.66-2
3.17-3
1.18-3
2.55-3
1.21-2
3.88-2
9.45-3
5.04-4
.18-2
.63-3
--"-'~---"-~;~AK-zc --. -'--T~-""-'"-"-- _..._.._..,~~;-'----'_.__._._._------_._._-"-'-
ollower
3.51-3
--.,._-_._.....~-,-'- '_, "_'......"........"',...~,...,."""'.,.·'·_".M •.,................."""',,.""."".,,...'"....."...-.~~"', ...,.,,~"', ..........~._•.-.,"'..'.',n_>.... .,~>"'"',."",~,.."'__...;o..\,.·,«~'.·"'u...~~,._>''''..........,.'_...~.............,_~..'"''''''~_(_...,,_''' .....__...~__N,..""'.""",....~.,lW"..,"""",..,. ........""..__.
4.39-2
..,~ ..._-,
Elements Al-Ta
Absorber ]
Fe 11.18-2
Cr 3.51-3
Ni 11.63-3
Na
--
Ta 11.65-2
B-lO --
B-ll
--
C --
Al 2.59-2
--'-"---,
+
normal ScraDil system.
Table 6 Impurities in the Chamber Deposits
,"","," -,,' .. ''','', ,,'.. -'"---''''' ''''''''' """-·,,--·.----"''"'''''---·---------------"-.··---·--r''''·--'--'.---""'"".--,--.....--.-,,,.,,...,,--.,.._--...--,,----.,,..'.".,_.,,,.",, '--''''''''''''' ,'..," ··----------1
FC4 20t h Century Electronics F'rench Chambers
f/J = 6.35 mm (/J = 8 mm
_... -' ." "",," ""'" -", ,"',' ,'".""".,-,,,--,,,......,,,, ...'--,,.,,------_._'.--,
Type Exact isotopic contents
U-235 99.87 +0.03 %
U-238 0.053+0.01 %
U-234 0.036+0.008 'J"
U-236 0.039+0.008 %
U-238 99.98 %
U-235 0.02 +0.003 %
Pu-239 98.37 %
552 C
871 C
961 C
U30S 2
1000 ]Jg/cm
24 cm
Pu0 2 2300 ]Jg/cm
I. 2
'"I' cm
%
99 %
99.9 %
99.956%
0.044%
U-238
U-235
Pu-239
Pu-240
i Np-237
UD 73
TI 536
U30 S
1000 jJ.g/cm2
24 cm
UI 370 i I .. L I
i Pu-239 o. I % ! 300 2jJ.8/cm2 I
: 4 cm
.""o",,,,L.,, .. , """"...,_",,, ,_, , ••1_., ...1- _
C.,~"""..,.._•.•,...."...·,,~_ -..,..--'"-"~.•,',•." M.";,...,.
__~.• "__R_'~"·. _.;._.~'.··'_4_ ,~.·,_.__"._.,,,.~~._.,·__~.•·.. ·N·'·· ..
__,__"__, _".__L.__ ."" ... ,.,,,..
-235
!
!
r U-238I
I
I
!
i
-
Pu-239
I
~-
I
I Np-237
I
I
!
",",
Table 7 The 4 groups Condensation Scheme
p no.Original 26 groups Broad grou
! to 4 1
5 to 6 2
7 to 9 3
":'-'_'_"_"~'_"~'"'A"_"<"_' ___' .', ..
10 to 26 4
<. -, _.> '.-,"~""-'. ~•. ,., .~. "_.•.•~,-._.-.".,~.-•. <'.
Tahle 8 SNEAK-2A
Results of Homogeneous Diffusion Calculations
Results with the NAPPMB - Set
2D (RZ) 4 groupsl)
Correction for cylindrisation
RK~10 correction
Results with MOXTOT - Set
Result with NAP-set
Correction NAP ~ MOXTOT
I) With correction for condensation
0.9790
-0.0022
-0.0022
0.9746
0.9746
+0.0333
1.0079
Table 9 SNEAK-2A
Results of the k
ef f calculations with corrections
homogeneous diffusion
heterogeneity correction
• 1)transport correct1on
I) In axial and radial direction
KFK-NAP-set
0.9746
+0.0028
+0.0072
0.9846 2)
i-IOXTOT-se t
1.0079
+0.0028
+0.0072
i .0179
2) With MONTE CARLO PROGF~~ MOCA the result of the k
ef f calculations is:
keff = 0.9882.
Tahle 10 SNEAK-2A
Final results with the correction of the
higher H-concentration
hOillogeneous diffusion
(old ll-concentration)
REMO correction
correction of the higher
H-concentration
heterogeneity correction
transport correction
final results
KFK-NAP-set
0.9768
-0.0017
+0.0056
+0.0031
+0.0072
0.9910
MOXTOT-set
1.0101
-0.0017
+0.0049
+0.0031
+0.0072
1.0236
Table 11 SNEAK-2A Comparison of the calculated and measured material worths
~_._-,~"
NOXTOT NAPPHB
Sample REAC Perturbation Theorie Perturbation Theorie
one dimensional two dimensional one dimensional two dimensional
26 g:roups 15 groups 26 groups 15 groups
C/E c/E C/E C/E C/E
1.07 1.07 1.05 I. 11
0.95 0.95 0.99 1.03
1.08 1• 13 1.30 1.28
0.32 0.82 0.30 0.36
'-------······-t·····- '"._-"".....,-.~ ..'"-,',»-,~.~."
1.02
1.03
1. 17
0.35
0.89
1.07
1.29
1.04
I. 17
0.73
1• 19
1.04
0.80
1. 16
1 I 0.47
3 I 1.40
3! 1.25
1.08Ta
B-IO 0.97 1.03
Fe 1.05 0.92
Cr 0.64
"11
Ni 1.2 f" 1"
0.4
t-"""
1.2
1) measured in the center
2) obtained by extrapolation of the axial traverse in the center
Table 12 SNEAK-2A
Influence of the higher H-concentration on the
results of the material worth calculations
~". -' ~.., -- "'~~~~~_'_'~_C' .._'~' _~'._
MOXTOT-set NAPPHB-set
Sample
corrected values corrected va lues
uncorrected values uncorrected values
U-235 0.996 0.993
--, -»
U-238 1.014 1.020
Pu-239 0.988 0.987
Pu-240 0.921 0.693
Ta 1. 124 1. 124
o '~_._._>'~' __
B-1O 1.054 1.054
Fe 0.963 1.058
er 0.860 0.960
Ni 1.014 1.011
Na 0.883 0.899
-"~'•.'._"-'-' ---'~"-.~-'~'-_•...-._~. -'- -_._--~,
Table 13 Results of the Substitution Experiment
(SNEAK-2A ~ SNEAK-2B)
0.000644
1.001077Step 1
r---.----.--.-----.-·---·--·~---..·--·---··--·~-· ..--l·--·-..-··--'--~-~·---···-··-·---"----1··'--·~--·--·-·-~.-'~.-_.-.._"~.....Ml
1 Substitution step I k ff ! l\k ff I
, je! e !I ....... ---"... I I .J
f I I
Raf. eore SNEAK-2A I i.000433 I
1 ,
I I
!
0.000261
Step 2 1.001338
0.000221
Step 3 1.001559
0.000182
Step 4 1.001741
0.000152
Step 5 1.001893
0.000129
Step 6 1.002022
Step 7 a) 1.002321
0.001304
-0.001453
4 edge elements replaced
by blanket
1.000868
0.000952
Step 8 1.001820
a) Between Step 6 and 7 the radial blanket was decreased causing
reactivity decrease of 0.006 %
b) l\k7 ~ 1 is the reactivity difference between Step 1 and 7 corrected
for reactivity change mentioned under a).
Table 14 Results of the k
ef f calculations for SNEAK-2B
2D (RZ) 26 groups
homogeneous diffusion
ID 26 groups
HOXTOT -» NAPPMB
correction of cylindrisation
REMO-correction
correction of heterogeneity
transport correction
final results
HOXTOT-set
0.9903
-0.0022
+0.0039
+0.0007
+0.0058
0.9985
NAPPt1B-se t
0.9821
-0.0022
+0.0091
+0.0009
+0.0058
0.9957
Table 15 Results of the keff-calculations for SNEAK-2C
k
eH
2D (RZ) diffusion
right side
left side
average
correction for group
condensation
cylindrisation correction
transport correction
final results
0.9858
0.9819
0.9839
-0.0001
-0.0024
+0.0074
0.9888
2D (XY) diffusion 0.9811
-0.0001
+0.0074
0.9884
Table 16 Relative deviations C;E [?.} of calculated (C) and experimental
(E) fission rate and power density traverses in SNEAK-2C
.___,________________"'_..___·____~,._··.~~~~____._.c__.___ .,.'_ .~._ l------ --------- -rBlanket Al or Storage
R = 70 cm 85 cm 100 cm Steel Position
1- , ____.. ~_.,___F __·_"_ --1
U-235 -3.4 -19.7 -44.9 I -60.7 -65.1
!
U-238 -5.0 -20.7 -54.2 I -60.4 -65.5
R,.JAl
c: Pu-239 -6.0 -20.5 -48.4 -63.8 -63.6
Power -4.7 -19.9 -48.8 -65. I
--,~-- ._. ,,~~...-..~.- ..-"--.
U-235 -3.4 -19.7 -44.9 -57.2 -75.7
U-238 -5.0 -20.7 -41.8 -71 • 1 -66.6
Al/Al
Pu-239 -6.0 -20.5 -48.4 -62.9 -73.7
Power -4.7 -19.9 -43.0
'~.•.~4 r'_··_. __~_,
..-_.._-'._,--~_--.._.---_...._~---"'-
U-235 ';"5.1 -11. 7 -27.3 -42.1 -26.7
U-238 -10.2 -22.8 -55.0 -62.5 -37.0
SS/SS
Pu-239 -7.5 -10.8 -21.9 -40.5 -12. I
Power -8.6 -17.0 -35.2
U-235 -5.1 -11.7 -27.3 -39.0 -44.8
U-238 -10.2 -22.8 -45.9 -56.1 -46.2
RzlSS
Pu-239 -7.5 -10.8 -21.9 -33.3 -38.4
Power -8.6 -17.0 -34.0 -33.8
... ~.........~-~~,"-_ .......~~_....-, ~_ ..- .•..~-~-,..,... ,,_.._~---._~,._'...--._-_..-.~-- .-
Table 17 SNEAK-2C
Axial sodium-void-reactivity-traverse
Ratios of calculated over experimental values C/E
Step Nr. Exp. Two dimensi.ons (R-Z) Jlle dimension (slab geometry)
.._-------1-'--".-_--"",---"",
MOXTOT HET NAPPMB ROM MOXTOT HET MOXTOT ROM NAPPMB ROM
in r- C/E C/E t C/E C/E C/E
1 1.25 0.97 1.37 0.97 1. 17 1.26
2 1.75 0.88 1.34 0.88 1. 13 1.24
.. <..........._.~~-~------_• _~.'___'A_"'_""_~M_-"__ ._--_._--_._-
-'---------....--~' ...-
,
3 1.61 0.80 1.43 0.80 1. 17 1.34
.
__,._".M ..........___~__............
".•_.."._._--"~._-~--
____•. ~"•••., •.>__,__._',.,.,........".A.".,.,','...,.., --_.....,..,......_...._,--"
4 0.25 -2.5 1.64 -2.7 0.48 2.16
--,--,
Table ]18 SNEAK-2C
Radial sodium-void-reactivity-traverse
Zone
I I
I
I
Step Nr. Exp.
in t C/E C/E C/E
2
3 1. 23 J. 22
4 1• 17 1. 20
ZI 5
.._l.:.J.9_...._
6
-- . - - , I • 12 1.22
1.28
1.73 I 1.91
1.28 I 1.43
0.84
1.450.46
7
8
- I 32 _,__O. 71 I ,._. ,__.,_w,~-----+-__
I ------11-'-- ,..~,.._-,---_._+._-_.._,,_..,.--_.,-
== 9
,,-,--,-'_._.,_._,..__...._---------1
I 10
I I I 0.70 I 0.69
..........
0.71
_._.-.. I0.720.83
12
-1.50 I 0.90
-------"j---------J.----,-----..~,-,-._...-."'-.-,,-..,,-.-,--.."t--------'----....-..-..-,.-...-------.---.'
f I=: ~ ..+---,--------".,---,-,.--_.--+
13
-1.43 0.78 0.73 0.78
I ! L I ~ •__, ~ ,__, _ ~__.,,,._ • _~,
Bl 14
-0.19 0.75 0.87 0.87 0.87
Table 19 SNEAK-2C, eontrol rod experiments
measurements performed
. . +Reaet~v~ty measurements
++++Fission rate traverses
Radial Axial AzimuthaI
Core 1 (476 ++core elements)
Ref .: (22)
Core 2 (494 core elements)
tAl)l' tNa)l ' (AI-Ta}l' (Na-B4C)I'
{Ta)1
(Na~, (A1}S
Ref. (21)
._---------_._•._-------~--._--._,.._----_._._-_..._-
Core 3 (S09 core elements)
(Al)S' {AI-Ta)S' (Na-B4C~, (Ta)/++, \Ta~
voidS
\B4C)I' (B4C)la' (B4C)lb
(Na)I,2,3
charac t , curve (B4C)4 for (Na)1 ,2,3
voidS
(Na-B4C}I' \B4C}1
(N B C),
Core 4 (S39 core elements)
(B4C~
(Na-B4ct3 and (B4~e, 3e
with: I) (Na/I
2) (N B C)a- 4 1 a- a- r a- 4
,2,34 1,2,3 4 1,2,3
3) (B4C)I
charact. eurve (B4C}4 for (B4C~ ,2,3
. ..
Core S (561 core elements)
(B4C~,3' (B4C~a,3a and(B4Gh,3b ,
with: ... 8 __ '\I) lNaJl
2) (Na-B4 c}1
(B4C)I, 2,3 (B4C)I,2,33) (B4C~ lB4C~ ,2,3
Table 19 a
+ The indices designate the location of the rods:
outer position, typical of the SNR shim rods;
Ia and Ib are the position I displaced inwards of, respectively,
land 2 SNEAK elements;
2,3: neighbouring outer positions (shadowing experiment);
2a, 2b, Zc, 3a, 3b, 3c are the positions 2 and 3 displaced
azimuthally;
4 off-center position in the central zone (one SNEAK
element large);
5: central position;
See Fig.32 for the exact positions on the core lay-out.
++ With some slight simplifications the main core configurations
reduce to 5;
+++ Ta' modified version of Ta, in which the 4 central thin Ta
rodlets are replaced by Al
++++ -The fission rate traverses were measured using the following tech-
niques: (see descri~tion in Chapter I);
. . 235 238 239-F~ss~on chambers (U ,U ,Pu ); all the radial traverses,
the axial traverses except for(B4c1 and(B4C~,2,3;
-Detector foils (Uat two enrichment stages); the axial traverse
(Ta)I and (B4C)I' the az i.mut.haI traverses {Ta)I' (Na-B4C)I ,2,3 and (B4C~ ,2,3·
-Activation of normal UOluOz platelets: the axial traverse {Ta)I'
(B, cl and (B. cl __ . the a zi.mutha I traverses lTat . (B. cl . (Ha-B. cl __
\ 4 'I \ 4 '}, L, j' \ '1' \ 4 'I' \ 4 ') , L , j
and ~4cli , Z, 3•
'fable ZOa SNEAK-ZC
Reactivity changes with a single control rod.
Calculations (2D, XI and 3D, XY/Z) compared with experiments.
Fuel replaced by Na, Na-B4C, B4C, Al, Al-Ta or Ta.
Experimental values Ratios C/E of calculated
over experimental values
obtained with diffusion
theory
'-------- ._---
Fuel replaced by directly
obtained
in i
converted
in l'Ik
( 10-5) 2D (XY) 3D (XY/Z)
Position 5 (center)
.99
.98
1.24
1.03
~."_, •• V",,_',,·J. ,_ •...·•__ ~
1.00
.99
1.39
1. 1 1
1.02
1.03
506
1527
2271
523
967
1337
1273
1590308
98
297
440
101
188
260
-~- --"'~-~""'-'--'-"-" -~~-_ ..._--
247
Na
Al-Ta
Ta
Ta'+
Position Ib (R=38.1 cm)
B C4
Position la (R=43.5 cm)
B4C 278 1431 i .04 1.01
Position I (R=49.0 cm)
:Na
{'ta-B, C
'f
B C4
Al
Al-Ta
Ta
84 434 J .20 1.07
_A····_·v~,__ • ~ ___ •.• ~_
166 858 1.01
244 1251 1.05 1.01
_.'--"_.
82 421 1.08 1.02
117 605
148 1.09
+ +++
see footnote of Table 19
Table 20b (con t i.nued)
Half or full insertion of an absorber into a foliower
(SNR-simulation)
Experimental values Ratios eiE of calculated
(diffusion theory) over
experimental values
3D (Xy/Z)2D (XY)10-5 f...k
converted
in
directly
obtained
in t
Changes
position 5 (center)
Na-NaB4C
NaB4C-B4C
tla-B4e
Al-AlTa
AITa-Ta
Al-Ta
199 1021 .85
143 744 1.02
',42 1765 .89 -.92
87 444 .98
72 370 1.09
159 8]4 1.03
Position] (R=49.0 cm)
82 424 .95
78 393 1.01
AI-AITa
160
35.5
817
184
.96 .98
I. 10
AITa-Ta 30.7 160 I.
Al-Ta 66.2 344 I. 10 1.09
Table 21 SNEAK--2C
Reactivity changes with three control rods (shadowing experiment).
Calculations (2D, XY anti 3D, XY/Z) compared with ex~eriments.~
Experimental
values
Ratios C/E of
calculated over
experimental values
obtaineci with
diffusion
Neighboring
rods at
distances (em)
(center-to-
center)
a)
oo
52
Changes
in position
O. = full out
(Na)
H.I.=half l.n
(Na-B4C)
I. = full a.n
(B4C)
O. - H.I.
H.1. - I.
O. - 1.
O. - H.I.
directly
obtained
in ti
82
78
160
65
conver-
ted
in 10-5
i'lk
424
393
317
358
2D (XY)
.96
3D (XY/Z)
.95
1.01
.98
.87
37
29.5
11
H.1. - I.
O. - 1.
O. - H.I.
H.1. - I.
o. - 1.
O. - H.I.
H.I. - I.
o. - 1.
O. - H.I.
H. I. - I.
O. - I.
45
110
43.6
30.2
73.8
37.0
25.0
62.0
16.3
14.2
30.5
248
806
242
169
411
205
140
345
78
167
.87
.87
.91
.85
.94
.89
.86
.96
.90
.80
.98
.87
, .. _.._--_ "",' ...•.
.86
a) The distance co indicates the case of no neighboring rods present.
Table 22 SNEAK-2C
Power density traverses
Relative deviations of the power density ratios C-E (%)
E
Part B : Axial traverses (maximum)
----_.._----------------_•._---
Reference in Z1
.-----.-'--~~'-..'-.------'".-.-.•.__=i
i
+1.2 i
---_.
} Part C : Azimuthai traverses (maximum) i
l---.---..-.--.-.-.-.-----.------.~ ...--...."... -. _.._.. - ....-.__.-......_.... _...._.~-.- ..~.....__._...__.._ ...-.---.-----..---.-...- ....~...-!
i One outer rod(B cl, +1.4 I
'. __.. lt..J _ _ __ . ._. ._._. _. ._ __ _............... . ..'''_
, One outer rod Ta +0.8
l____ --_.-_1---- - -----..-.-..---.-..-.---- -..--------------.---.----.-- --- --..- ---..-.--1
! Three outer rods B C full in + 1. 3 I~- 4..." . -..--.--.-.-.-...~.._.-._---..-..-_.----_.------l,~ Th"'A~ t'\l1t-A1"" 'rnrlet 'R ('1 h"l~:;:~~O_.:.::-----'-------_..-~--~. I
_..._-- - ..... --- --_..... .&.14"" .lJ.a.••• 1."
above core m~dplane (B4C) +0.3!
I below core midplane (Na) -0.8 I
j-~~-----.~-_.~~--._-._---~.--~-,"""-,-""~---,_~",,,,,,,,,,,_,,,,,,,__-, .__~ ._~~__~....,.......,..".....,.~..,..-__=_._~~"'~ , ·... H".....•• .,_•.:""".~>"'_.. _ ........,...~ •• '",~_""...~ __, "'~.<.._ •.,_, ", ..
Table 23 SNEAK-2C
Sodium void reacdvity effect wi th contral rads L riJ
Distance from Experiment Calculation Experiment ) Zone
the centre voiding reloading without B4C
i-o
B4C in
I 0 1 +0.90 +0.89+) +1.25i I
Position i 27.20 -0.23
-0.18 -0.01 +0.92 I 21
~ ~, ..• ".~_.,"~.".~ I
I ,2,3 -~ 38.08 -0.41
-0.39
-0.39 +0.46
59.84 +0.04
-- +0.03
-1.50
Z2
65.28 -0.05 ,
-0.15 -0.04 ! -1.43i !!
B4C in 38.08 -I. 14
I
-I. 1I -- ; +0.46 ZII I
I, 2c, 3c 59.84 I +0. ] I I +0.10 -- I -] .50 I Z2!
+) Central value fitted on the measurements.
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Fig. 1a Axial Cut through a Quarter of the critical Core
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Fig.24 Geometry of the axial Void Traverse
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Fig.30 SNEAK- 2C Control Rod Experiments
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Fig.31 SNEAK-2C Second Part of the Control Rod Experiments
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Fig.42 SNEAK-2C Na- Void Traverse with and
without Absorbers

